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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable is of type report and is the last of three iterations covering the Living Labs (LLs) 2 and 3performance evaluation and lessons learned at the end of the last trial cycle, namely Cycle 3 (or C3). Thedeliverable is in conformity with Task 5.3 in the 5G SOLUTIONS Grant Agreement (GA) and reports on the fieldtrials for LL2 and LL3 finding, as well as a critical evaluation and lessons learned from the execution of Cycle 3field trials, including the most important lessons learned through the three trial cycles in the project. It alsoprovides an assessment of the KPIs and their degree of achievement and suggests improvements for futureworks on how to introduce and/or better leverage the 5G capabilities in industry verticals covered by the twoLLs of interest, namely smart energy and smart cities/ports. Aspects relating to the feedback received in thethree cycles will be addressed in this deliverable, as per the recommendations of the EC in the mid-term reviewlast June 2022. Deliverable 5.3B is presented accompanied and in unison with Deliverable 5.2C [1], which is oftype demonstrator, and is presented as a set of video recordings for LL2 and LL3, including a document explainingthe setup of the energy facility with a specific focus on how 5G facility and equipment has been exploited in theenergy facilities set up by Vertical industries participating in the Living Lab Smart Energy.
This document is in line with and structured around (i) the Grant Agreement tasks descriptions; (ii) feedbackfrom the previous project reviews; and (iii) progress made in Cycle 3 up until M43 (December 2022).
This document has also the following dependencies:

a) Definition and Analysis of use cases / scenarios and corresponding KPIs described in Deliverable 1.1B [2];b) 5G infrastructure setup and integration described in Deliverable 2.1 [3];c) LL planning, setup, and operational management handbook provided in Deliverable 2.4B [4];d) KPI Visualisation System Specifications and Design described in Deliverable 3.1C [5];e) KPI visualisation system and interfaces implementation and deployment provided in Deliverable 3.2D[6];f) Specifications & design of CDSO plugins in Deliverable 2.2D [7];g) LL field trials Described in Deliverable 5.2C [1]:
Some UCs here referred in terms of results and lessons learned in C3 are also developed in the Multi Living Laband then referred also in D7.3C [8].
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2 Introduction
The 5G SOLUTIONS project focuses on the 5G KPIs validation of a selection of use cases across 4 industry verticals.In this deliverable, we focus on two verticals, namely Smart Energy, and Smart Cities / Ports. Field trials resultsare explored for 7 use cases (3 Smart Energy UCs and 4 Smart Cities / Ports UCs) in this document. The LL2 UCsthat are in scope for Cycle 3 and for which results are reported are as follows:

1. UC2.1: Industrial Demand Side Management2. UC2.2: Electrical Vehicle (EV Smart Charging)3. UC2.3: Electricity Network Frequency Stability
All LL2 UCs are using the ICT-17 5G EVE facility as the 5G network provider. LL3 UCs that are participating in thecurrent cycle are the following:

1. UC3.3: Smart City Co-creation2. UC3.4: Smart buildings/Smart Campus3. UC3.5: Autonomous Assets and Logistics for Smart Port4. UC3.6: Port security: monitor and detect irregular sounds
UC3.3, UC3.5 and UC3.6 are all integrated with the ICT-17 5G VINNI Norway facility, while UC3.4 uses a private5G node deployed in Dublin. UC3.1 and UC3.2 have been discontinued from LL3 as per the PO recommendationsin the December 2021 review and are suggested to be moved to and be explored as an MLL use case.
The purpose of this deliverable is to provide an overview of the field trials methodology, testing involved, theresults of the trials as well as the lessons learned with a specific focus on how integrating 5G technologies inindustrial environment to improve models and services for the final end users.
The output of this deliverable will serve as final recommendations and reflections on the use of 5G in the selectedindustry verticals, as well as a benchmark for future studies. This deliverable is submitted along with Deliverable5.2C (delivered in a report for LL2 and in a video format for LL3) and complements Deliverable 5.3B by describingCycle 3 field trials, planned execution and lessons learned for LL2 and LL3.

2.1 Mapping Project’s Outputs The purpose of this section is to map 5G SolutionsGrand Agreement commitments, both within the formal Deliverable and Taskdescription, against the project’s respective outputs and work performed.
Table 1: Adherence to 5G SOLUTIONS’s GA Deliverable & Tasks Descriptions

Project GAComponent Title Project GAComponent Outline Respective DocumentChapters Justification
TASKS

T2.5 (previously T5.1) - LLplanning, setup,operational managementand evaluation
Management andmonitoring task

Chapter3 (LL2 SmartEnergy)Chapter 4 (LL3 Smart Cityand Ports)

Mapping of the trialsexecution to the overallplanning and setup inthe context of thedeployment and testingof the use cases in LL2and LL3
T5.2 (previously T5.3) –LL2 execution: SmartEnergy

Control algorithmsenabling the execution ofthe use cases, technical
Chapter 3 (LL2 SmartEnergy)

For each use case ofLL2, this documentcovers thedeployment method,
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specificationscharacterising thecommunicationinterfaces,demonstration activitieswill be undertaken,according to the testcases and the relatedplanning

the final architectureand the trialsdescription at the end oflast trial cycle (C3).

T5.2 (previously T5.3) -LL3 execution: Smart Cityand Ports

Plan, design and conductthe UCs, perform aninitial validation of theKPIs, perform a morecritical validation and todraw uprecommendations

Chapter 4 (Smart City andPorts)

For each use case ofLL3, this documentcovers the deploymentmethod, the finalarchitecture and thetrials description.

T5.3 (previously T5.4) - LLperformance evaluationand lessons learned

LL performanceevaluation and lessonslearned,Provision of requirementsand suggestions basedon the results, re-evaluation of each UCwith respect to the latest5G infrastructureimprovements

Chapter 3 (LL2 SmartEnergy)Chapter 4 (LL3 Smart Cityand Ports)

Chapter 3 and 4 coverrespectively LL2 am andLL3 respective resultsanalysis, lessons learnedand planning for Cycle 3

DELIVERABLE
Deliverable 5.3C: LLs performance evaluation and lessons learned (V3.0)
This deliverable provides an evaluation of the LL2 and LL3 performances, and the lessons learned. This isthe last drop of a three cycles iteration. Chapter 3 evaluates the performance of LL2 use cases whereasChapter 4 describes the findings of LL3 use cases trials execution. Lessons learned, conclusions andrecommendations are drawn including recommendations for further trials.

2.2 Deliverable Overview and Report Structure
As mentioned in Section 1, the deliverable reports the main outcomes and considerations at the end of the thirdtrials cycle (Cycle 3). In this report, LL2 and LL3 report for each use case the results being more relevant in thetest and validation experience, focusing on the specific test areas realized in Cycle 3, including facility setup andintegration to support the use case execution. With respect to the reported results, lessons learned arerepresented for each UC as well as a consolidated summary of the lessons learned from the two LLs in question.These lessons learned are presented in terms of recommendations, points of relevance or consideration to leadthe Vertical Service fine tuning and/or consolidation in future 5G deployments, as well as the revision process ofVertical Service and network KPIs of interest for the use case. Accordingly, suggestions and considerations forproblem solving and improvements are briefly reported.
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The remainder of the document is structured as follows:
Chapter 3
The Smart Energy Living Lab (LL2) reports the trial results, lessons learned and final recommendations at the endof Cycle 3. The setup activities and the test case execution carried out in Cycle 3 are reported in D5.2C [1]. Thestructure of Chapter 3 includes:

 The Cycle 3 final architecture of the Test Case on the basis of the feedback and lessons learned in Cycle1 & 2 (please refer to D5.3 B) , including the integration activities related to the testbed and 5G-SolutionsKPI Visualization System (KPI VS) The trials description with the complete list of actions performed during each trial The analysis of results collected in Cycle 3, starting from the formal definition of KPIs (both VerticalService and Network) reported in Deliverable 1.1B The lessons learned from Cycle 3 and recommendations for future works
Chapter 4
The Smart cities and Ports Living Lab (LL3) describes the results of the trials executions and activities performedin Cycle 3. The structure of this chapter is similar to Chapter 3 and comprises, for each UC, of the following

 The Cycle 1 & 2 feedback and the updated deployment adopted for the integration of the VerticalService in the 5G facility (5G VINNI facility in Telnor Norway and 5G testbed in IBM Ireland) The Cycle 3 final architecture of the Test Case, including the integration activities related to the testbed,the 5G-Solutions Cross-Domain Service Orchestration (CDSO) and 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System(KPI VS) The trials description with the complete list of actions performed during each trial The analysis of results collected in Cycle 3, starting from the formal definition of KPIs (both VerticalService and Network) reported in Deliverable 1.1B The lessons learned from Cycle 3 and recommendations for future works
Chapter 5
Provides a consolidated feedback, lessons learned as well as recommendations from the perspective of the 5Gtechnology provider and from the one of the Vertical Service Developer.
Chapter 6
Finally, Chapter 6 closes the deliverable and provides concluding remarks.
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3 LL2 Cycle 3 trials results, lessons learned & final recommendations
This section reports trial results from Cycle 3 and related analysis including lessons learned andrecommendations after the trial cycles of three Use Cases in Living Lab Smart Energy (LL2). All information aboutthe test cases executed in Cycle 3 are reported in D5.2 C, as well as a comprehensive status of trials is reportedfor each Use Case.
In Cycle 3 trial results rely on the 5G EVE coverage in the City of Turin, Italy, operated by TIM. The configurationparameter of the 5G EVE radio infrastructure are the following one:

Parameter eMBB ConfigurationFreq 3.7 GHz (n78)BW 80 MHzDL Up to 16 layers (mMIMO)UL Up to 4 layersDL / UL slots 8:2Modulation DL / UL Up to Qam256 / Up to qam256Subcarrier 30kHz
where DL and DL/UL slot configurations are max rank per cell.
3.1 UC2.1
In line with the plan reported in D2.4C and the setup activities in Cycle 3 reported in D5.2C, the Use CaseIndustrial Demand Side Manage (UC 2.1) relies on three different test cases:
TC 2.1.1: Heat Pump and Remote Monitoring and Control Unit (RMCU) communication to the AggregatorRemote Transmission Unit (RTU) with the aim of testing the 5G communication (compared to 4G) in terms ofreliability, flexibility and speed/latency when pushing consumptions data and/or receiving flexibility inputs fromthe Aggregator.
This test case focuses on the efficient remote control in industrially relevant scenario. It has been already trialledin C2 (please ref. D5.3B, Section 4.1.1 for results and lessons learned) with a complete deployment of the suitableVNF chain and related APIs to communicate KPIs to the KPI Visualizaiton System. In this deliverable the finalarchitecture and relevant results achieved in C3 are reported in Section 3.1.1.
TC 2.1.2: Electrical monitoring and/or comfort monitoring devices integration in the energy managementsystem with the aim of testing 5G communication (compared to 4G) in terms of reliability, flexibility andspeed/latency when pushing consumptions data to the BMS and/or RMCU Supervision platform. Post fiscalelectrical meters could be installed on the main electrical loads of the building (heat pump, lighting, elevators,etc.). Comfort monitoring sensors could have a local wireless communication to a concentrator embedded with5G.
This test case focuses on the context aware remote control in industrially relevant scenario, since the controlvariables depend on raw data from comfort monitoring sensors. It has not been trialled in previous trial cyclessince this test case extends the TC 2.1.1 presenting the same control system where no comfort monitoringsensors are available. In this deliverable the final architecture and relevant results achieved in C3 are reportedin Section 3.1.2.
TC 2.1.3: Reactive load disconnection for black-out avoidance with the aim of testing 5G communication(compared to 4G) for latency when applying for load disconnection to avoid blackout. The third test case iscomposed by two main components, interacting each other: the Proof of Concept (PoC) and the RemoteController (RC).
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This test case focuses on the efficient remote load disconnection in industrially relevant scenario, since the mainfocus is on the capability of the remote control system control to disconnect energy loads in a selective way. Ithas been already trialled in C1 (please ref. D5.3A, Section 4.1.3 for trial description, results and lessons learned)and C2 (please ref. D5.3B, Section 4.1.1 for the final architecture, results and lessons learned) with a completedeployment of the suitable VNF chain, integration of CDSO orchestration capabilities, and related APIs tocommunicate KPIs to the KPI Visualizaiton System. In C3 this test case plays a fundamental role in the Use Case5.5 presented in the Multi Living Lab, where TC 2.1.3 is combined with other TCs from Use Cases in LL2 to trialthe entire chain of Vertical Services developed in LL2 to support Demand Responsemodel and operations (pleaseref. D7.3C). In this deliverable it is not reported since already trialled in C1 and C2.
In summary, in Cycle 3 two sets of trials have been carried out in UC 2.1: the former is related to TC 2.1.1, thelatter to TC 2.1.2. In the following sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 we report the summary of trials are reported withthe main focus on the achieved results in terms of KPIs. Lessons learned and final recommendations aftercompleting the three trial cycles are reported in Section 3.1.3.
3.1.1 TC 2.1.1
The test case “Heat Pump and Remote Monitoring and Control Unit (RMCU) communication to the AggregatorRemote Transmission Unit (RTU)” focuses on the communication between the Heat Pump and the RemoteMonitoring and Control Unit (RMCU) and the Aggregator Remote Transmission Unit (RTU) with the aim of testingthe 5G communication (compared to 4G) in terms of reliability, flexibility and speed/latency when pushingconsumptions data and/or receiving flexibility inputs from the Aggregator. This test case object is to show theefficient remote control performed by the Vertical Service described in Section 3.1.1.1 in industrially relevantscenario. It has been already trialled in C2 (please ref. D5.3B, Section 4.1.1 for results and lessons learned) witha complete deployment of the suitable VNF chain and related APIs to communicate KPIs to the KPI VisualizaitonSystem. In this deliverable the final architecture and relevant results achieved in C3 are reported in Section3.1.1.1, while the trial description and related results are reported and commented in Sections 3.1.1.2 and3.1.1.3, respectively.
3.1.1.1 Cycle 3 final architecture and deployment
TC2.1.1 aims at testing the 5G communication (compared to 4G) in terms of reliability, flexibility andspeed/latency between the Heat Pump and the related end point Remote Monitoring and Control Unit (RMCUor UPMC, as referred to in the following) and the end point Experiment Server playing the role of RemoteController when pushing consumptions data and/or receiving flexibility inputs from the Aggregator. The updateddeployment architecture of TC2.1.1 is the one reported below. It shows the end-to-end communication betweenthe end points:

 the UPMC playing the role of Remote Monitoring and Control Unit; the Experiment Server playing the role of Remote Controller and sending the Vertical KPIs to the 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System by suitable interfaces; the ELK Experiment Server playing the role of GUI (Graphic User Interface) to be used by an experimenterto visualize data by means of a dedicated dashboard.
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Figure 1: TC2.1.1 - Final architecture
The prototype UPMC enabling 5G communication with the Experiment Server has been released during Cycle 2and was used for Cycle 3 trials described in the following. The ELK Experiment Server has been deployed duringCycle 3.
3.1.1.2 Trials description (test cases executed)
The final architecture depicted in Figure 1 gives an overview of the trial conducted for the TC 2.1.1 in C3 with anupdate with respect to C2 (please ref. D5.3B, Section 4.1.1, Figure 1) represented by the integration of the ELKExperiment Server in the VNF chain deployed in the 5G infrastructure.
In particular, for each experiment execution performed in Cycle 3, a connectivity test has been performedbetween the Experiment Server VNF and the MySQL Database installed in the UPMC device. Indeed, during theexperiment execution, the Experiment Server interrogates the DB remotely and checks if new data about thesensors of the heat pump have been stored. Furthermore, the Experiment Server simulates the actuation of acommand for one of the sensors of the heat pump through a database query commit.
As shown in Table 2, different experiment executions have been performed during Cycle 3. Each test executionhas a duration of one hour and the Experiment Server VNF interrogates the UPMC MySQL Database andsimulates a command actuation each minute. In this Test Case, the main KPI is the Round-Trip-Time (RTT) thatthe Experiment Server takes to commit a query to the UPMC MySQL Database.
Finally, at each iteration (every minute) the Experiment Server sends this KPI to 5G-Solutions KPI VisualizationSystem.

Table 2: List of Experiment Execution for Use Case 2.1.1

Experiment Scheduled Experiment Executed
Experiment 1 01/06/2022 01/06/2022
Experiment 2 09/06/20222 09/06/2022
Experiment 3 25/10/2022 25/10/2022
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Here, it is reported all the specific actions taken during the execution of each test. Actions 2) 3) 4) are iteratedeach minute for 60 times (one hour test).
1. Start Notification sent to KPI VS from the Experiment Server VNF (at the beginning of the test execution)2. The Experiment Server VNF interrogates the UPMC MySQL Database, checking if new sensors data havebeen stored3. The Experiment Server VNF analyzes the new data and simulates a command actuation through a DBcommit4. The Experiment Server VNF computes the Db commit Round-Trip-Time and sends this KPI to the 5G-Solutions KPI VS.5. Stop Notification sent to KPI VS from the Experiment Server VNF (at the end of the test execution)

Figure 2: Total Active Power of the Heat Pump. The power is expressed in kW for each minute. In this example, the figureshows the workload of the Heat Pump on the 5th of December around 9pm.

Figure 2 shows the typical workload (total active power in kW) of the Heat Pump. It is worth noting that on the5th December 2022, the Heat Pump recorded an increase of the total power from 1kW to 25kW in a period of 1minute. This level of power remained steady for at least 5 minutes until it dropped to 1 kW. After 12-13 minutes,the power increased again from 1 kW to 19 kW in a period of 1 minutes and it remained steady on this level foralmost 20 minutes until it dropped again to 1 kW. Figure 2 shows very well how long the Heat Pump takes tochange its level of power, there were two increases of power around 24kW and 18kW respectively in a timeperiod of 1 minute. The difference of these two increases is due to the presence of two different types ofcompressors that powers the Heat Pump (I.e. the first increase is due to the ignition of the more powerfulcompressor, the second increase is due to the ignition of the less powerful compressor). During this recording,no command was executed from the Experiment Server.
Table 3: Reaction time of the Heat Pump compressors following a command actuation executed from the ExperimentServe

Request Time Execution Time Reaction Time (seconds) Temperature (Celsius)
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2022-12-14 11:12:39 2022-12-14 11:12:43 4 40
2022-12-14 11:12:44 2022-12-14 11:12:48 4 40
2022-12-14 11:20:14 2022-12-14 11:20:15 1 49
2022-12-14 11:23:15 2022-12-14 11:23:15 <1 48
2022-12-14 11:23:36 2022-12-14 11:23:41 5 50
2022-12-14 11:25:23 2022-12-14 11:25:26 3 49
2022-12-14 11:27:15 2022-12-14 11:27:17 2 50

Table 3 shows the reaction time of the Heat Pump compressors following a command actuation executed fromthe Experiment Server. Indeed, on 14th of December a set of commands were executed through the MySQLUPMC in order to test the Heat Pump remote control. In particular, the Experiment Server launched a set ofcommands to modulate the temperature setpoint in the Heat Pump’s settings. The Heat Pump was able to getsuccessfully the inputs changing the temperature setpoints (requiring up to 5 seconds to acknowledge the givencommand) and to activate or de-activate its compressors to cope with the desired setpoints.
As shown in Table 4, when decreasing the temperature setpoint from 50°C down to 40°C, the Heat Pump turnsoff all the compressors and the power lowers from about 28.6 kW down to about 1 kW (that’s the powerconsumption when the Heat Pump is in a idle state). Unfortunately, the monitoring frequency offered by theModbus protocol used by the Heat Pump is quite low: 1 refresh per minute. Conversely, fewminutes later, whenthe temperature setpoint is augmented from 40°C up to 49°C, the Heat Pump automatically activates thecompressors and starts to consume about 28 kW.

Table 4: Heat Pump Power (in KW) and Setpoint Temperature (in Celsius degree) as observed during trial
Monitoring Time Heat Pump Power (KW) Setpoint Temperature (Celsius)

2022-12-14 11:12:34 28.594 50
2022-12-14 11:13:34 0.977 40
2022-12-14 11:17:34 0.981 40
2022-12-14 11:20:34 0.975 49
2022-12-14 11:21:34 28.172 49
2022-12-14 11:22:34 28.174 49
2022-12-14 11:23:34 28.095 48
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2022-12-14 11:24:34 28.140 50
2022-12-14 11:25:34 28.178 49
2022-12-14 11:26:34 28.197 50

3.1.1.3 Results
The results of the TC 2.1.1 have the main objective to test and evaluate the 5G connectivity between the twoend points: the Experiment Server and the UPMCMySQL Database. Table 5 shows the Vertical and Network KPIsbeing collected for the TC 2.1.1

Table 5: List of Vertical Service and Network KPIs for Test Case 2.1.1

Use Case 2.1.1 KPIs
Name Type Unit
Actuation Time Vertical Service ms
Availability UPMC-ExperimentServer Vertical Service %
Latency Userplane RTT Network ms
Availability Network %
Reliability Network %
User Data Rate Downlink Network Mbps
User Data Rate Uplink Network Mbps

Below, descriptions of the each KPI can be found:
 Actuation time: This KPIs shows Round-Trip-Time needed to commit a remote query between theExperiment Server VNF and the UPMC MySQL Database. Availability UPMC-Experiment Server: % of successful mysql connections between the ExperimentServer and the UPMC. Latency UserPlane RTT: Round Trip Time experienced by the VNF Remote Controller deployed betweensending the request to the EVE facility component and receiving a response. Availability: amount of uptime in a network system over a specific time interval. Uptime refers to theamount of time a network is fully operational. Reliability: Percentage of assurance that the delivery of data to intended recipients was successful. User Data Rate Downlink:it is the Data rate is basically the rate at which data is transferred from theEVE portal to the end user in a time interval of 5 seconds. User Data Rate Uplink: it is the Data rate is basically the rate at which data is transferred from the enduser to the EVE portal in a time interval of 5 seconds.

Due to 5G EVE platform issues reported in D5.2C [1] and D2.1 [3], the Network KPIs have not been collected.Table 6 and Table 7 show the statistics of this Actuation Time KPI and the percentage of the successfulconnections to the MySQL installed in the UPMC.
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Table 6: Statistics of the performance of the Actuation time during the test executed on the 25th of October 2022 for TC2.1.1
Average StandardDeviation Max Min Sample Size

Actuation Time 201ms 100ms 491ms 75ms 60

Table 7:Percentage of the successful connections to the MySQL installed in the UPMC for TC 2.1.1
% of successful connections between ExperimentServer and UPMC

Availability UPMC-Experiment Server 100%
As in Cycle 2, during cycle 3 the communication between the end point and the Vertical Service has been trialedwith 5G, showing that the 5G coverage both indoor and outdoor can vary greatly depending on the signalstrength and the selected site for the energy facility was not suitably covered from this point of view.Unfortunately, for TC 2.1.1, we could not move the 5G equipment freely since we were limited by the antennacable length. Nonetheless, the network performances are in line with theminimum requirements and the overalltests can be considered successful.
3.1.2 TC 2.1.2
The test case “Electrical monitoring and/or comfort monitoring devices integration in the energy managementsystem” focuses on the integration of comfort monitoring devices in the electrical monitoring and control systemtested in TC2.1.1. The the aim of testing 5G communication (compared to 4G) in terms of reliability, flexibilityand speed/latency when pushing consumptions data to the BMS and/or RMCU Supervision platform in presenceof comfort monitoring sensors provided with local wireless communication to a concentrator embedded with5G.
It has not been trialled in previous trial cycles since this test case extends the TC 2.1.1 presenting the same controlsystemwhere no comfort monitoring sensors are available. In this deliverable the final architecture and relevantresults achieved in C3 are reported in Section 3.1.2.1, while the trial description and related results are reportedand commented in Sections 3.1.2.2 and 3.1.2.3, respectively.
3.1.2.1 Cycle 3 final architecture and deployment
TC2.1.2 aims at testing the 5G communication (compared to 4G) in terms of reliability, flexibility andspeed/latency between the Energy management system of electrical and comfort devices (DESIGO Siemens)and the related end point Remote Monitoring and Control Unit (RMCU or UPMC, as referred to in the following)and the end point Experiment Server playing the role of Remote Controller.
The updated deployment architecture of TC2.1.2 is the one reported below. It is worth to note that the TC2.1.2is integrated in the TC2.1.1 architecture and represents its extension. It shows the end-to-end communicationbetween the end points:

 the UPMC playing the role of Remote Monitoring and Control Unit; the Experiment Server playing the role of Remote Controller (on the right) and sending the Vertical KPIsto the 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System by suitable interfaces; the ELK Experiment Server playing the role of GUI (Graphic User Interface) to be used by an experimenterto visualize data by means of a dedicated dashboard.
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Figure 3: TC2.1.2 - Final architecture
The prototype UPMC enabling 5G communication with the Experiment Server has been released during Cycle 2and was used for Cycle 3 trials described in the following. The ELK Experiment Server has been deployed duringCycle 3.
3.1.2.2 Trials description (test cases executed)
The architecture depicted in the Figure 3 gives an overview of the trial conducted for the TC 2.1.2.
In particular, for each experiment execution performed in Cycle 3, a connectivity test has been performedbetween the Experiment Server VNF and the MySQL Database installed in the UPMC device. Indeed, during theexperiment execution, the Experiment Server interrogates the DB remotely and checks if new data about thesensors of the heat pump have been stored. Furthermore, the Experiment Server simulates the actuation of acommand for one of the sensors of the heat pump through a database query commit.
As shown in Table 8, different experiment executions have been performed during Cycle 3. Each test executionhas a duration of one hour and the Experiment Server VNF interrogates the UPMC MySQL Database andsimulates a command actuation each minute.
In this Test Case, the main KPI is the Round-Trip-Time (RTT) that the Experiment Server takes to commit a queryto the UPMC MySQL Database. Finally, at each iteration (every minute) the Experiment Server sends this KPI to5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System.

Table 8: List of Experiment Execution for Use Case 2.1.2
Experiment 1 01/06/2022
Experiment 2 09/06/2022
Experiment 3 25/10/2022

Here, it is reported all the specific actions taken during the execution of each test. Actions 2) 3) 4) are iteratedeach minute for 60 times (one hour test).
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1. Start Notification sent to KPI VS from the Experiment Server VNF (at the beginning of the test execution)2. The Experiment Server VNF interrogates the UPMC MySQL Database, checking if new sensors data havebeen stored3. The Experiment Server VNF analyzes the new data and simulates a command actuation through a DBcommit4. The Experiment Server VNF computes the Db commit Round-Trip-Time and sends this KPI to the 5G-Solutions KPI VS.5. Stop Notification sent to KPI VS from the Experiment Server VNF (at the end of the test execution)
3.1.2.3 Results
The results of the TC 2.1.2 have the main objective to test and evaluate the 5G connectivity between the twoend points: the Experiment Server and the UPMCMySQL Database. Table 9shows the Vertical and Network KPIsbeing collected for the TC 2.1.2.

Table 9: List of Vertical Service and Network KPIs for Test Case 2.1.2

Use Case 2.1.2 KPIs
Name Type Unit
Actuation Time Vertical Service ms
Availability UPMC-ExperimentServer Vertical Service %
Latency Userplane RTT Network ms
Availability Network %
Reliability Network %
User Data Rate Downlink Network Mbps
User Data Rate Uplink Network Mbps

Below, descriptions of the each KPI can be found:
 Actuation time: This KPIs shows Round-Trip-Time needed to commit a remote query between theExperiment Server VNF and the UPMC MySQL Database. Availability UPMC-Experiment Server: % of successful mysql connections between the ExperimentServer and the UPMC. Latency UserPlane RTT: Round Trip Time experienced by the VNF Remote Controller deployed betweensending the request to the EVE facility component and receiving a response. Availability: amount of uptime in a network system over a specific time interval. Uptime refers to theamount of time a network is fully operational. Reliability: Percentage of assurance that the delivery of data to intended recipients was successful. User Data Rate Downlink:it is the Data rate is basically the rate at which data is transferred from theEVE portal to the end user in a time interval of 5 seconds. User Data Rate Uplink: it is the Data rate is basically the rate at which data is transferred from the enduser to the EVE portal in a time interval of 5 seconds.
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Due to 5G EVE platform issues reported in D5.2C [1] and D2.1 [3], the Network KPIs have not been collected, andthe Actuation Time KPI is the one sent to the 5G-Solutions KPI VS. Figure 4 shows the performance of theactuation time registered in the 5G-Solutions KPI VS during the test executed on 25th of October 2022.

Figure 4: Performance of the “Actuation Time” KPI measured in ms during two tests executed on the 25th of October 2022for TC 2.1.2
As in TC2.1.1, also for TC2.1.2 the communication between the end point and the Vertical Service has beentrialed with 5G, showing that the 5G coverage both indoor and outdoor can vary greatly depending on the signalstrength.Unfortunately, for TC 2.1.2, we could not move the 5G equipment freely since we were limited by theantenna cable length of the UPMC. Nonetheless, the network performances are in line with the minimumrequirements and the overall tests can be considered successful.

3.1.3 Lessons learned and final recommendations
One of the project's scopes was to test the effectiveness of Demand Response solutions connected to shiftableor flexible loads such as vehicles, heat pumps or other equipment related to building HVAC system. The 5G-Solutions project allowed those solutions directly on field facing real problems and drawbacks related to thoseloads in operating conditions. Indeed, the experiments undertaken in the project underlined how the actualavailability of such loads might play a fundamental role in the effectiveness of their integration in electricity gridsfor Demand Response purposes. On the one hand, the project showed how electric vehicles and their batteriescan be a significant source of flexibility for the grid. On the other hand, to be exploited they must be connectedto a charging point (a fact that introduces stochastic patterns). Similarly, heat pumps or appliances can beregulated according to load requirements for balancing the grid. Nevertheless, they are also affected by externalstochastic disturbances that cannot be always predicted. Strict comfort requirements or significant swing ofambient temperature can introduce constraints that are difficult to include during the formulation of an
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optimization problem. A clear example in the project was experienced in Cycle 3 where a mild temperature inNovember caused temporary stops of the heat pump. Indeed, in the swing season, the equipment does notprovide heating or cooling and its flexibility cannot be really exploited for balancing the grid. Future works mustinclude more equipment to cover wider fluctuations due to unexpected stochastic behavior of the boundarycondition of a particular case.
An additional consideration must underline the fact that since the 5G Solutions aimed at testing solutions inoperating conditions. This caused the need to integrate existing devices already equipped with alternativeconnectivity solutions. For instance, the heat pump used a 4G-based UPMC while the charging points of electricvehicles were wired to fiber optic router. This configuration highlights that real applications face sunk costsrelated to already devised infrastructures. In the future, with a more pervasive diffusion of 5G technologies thiswill not be a problem anymore since it is expected to be the standard for connectivity. In this perspective, the5G Solutions project was an interesting testbed for the adoption of 5G-based solutions.
An interesting outcome of the project is the importance of the reliability of the 5G-based end points. Indeed,most of the research and market activities are focused on the reliability of the 5G network, while the activitiesundertaken in the Energy Use Case of the 5G-Solutions project showed that also end points play a very crucialrole. Indeed, it is still quite difficult to find market ready and standard compliant end points especially forindustrial solutions and, for that reason, tailor prototypal solutions were needed and adopted. A clear examplewas represented by the UPMC required by the Transmission SystemOperator (TSO) as the end point transmittingenergy and power data from/to the field. It needs to be a specific hardware tested and standardized by the TSO.Currently, there are no off the shelf products with these characteristics and the provider of UPMC (in the caseof Iren is Ailux) had to deploy a prototypal solution for the 5G Solutions project. As any prototypal solution, itrequired a lot of time for debugging and testing of firmware/hardware and its interface with company ICTprotocol and systems causing delay and additional - not expected - effort in the project. Moreover, for a sake ofadditional reliability, it was decided to maintain both the UPCM, the standard 4G-based one and the 5G-basedprototype. This is a fact applying only to this Proof-of-Concept phase but it also might be considered in terms ofoverall pros and cons. Hopefully, future works could be based on standardized and off the shelf solutionsproviding 5G connectivity also to industrial end points.

3.2 UC2.2
In line with the plan reported in D2.4C and the trial activities reported D5.2A and B, the Use Case Electric VehicleSmart Charging (UC 2.2) relies on six different test cases:
TC 2.2.1: CPO Back-End integration in 5G facility. This test case aims at testing the communication between theE-Mobility Platform Backend (CPO Backend) with the 5G EVE MEC infrastructure in the City of Turin.
This test case focuses on the communication aspect of the remote control in industrially relevant scenario forthis Use Case. It has been included in TC2.2.6 trialled in C2 (please ref. D5.3B, Section 4.2.2 for results and lessonslearned) with a complete deployment of the suitable VNF chain and related APIs to communicate KPIs to the KPIVisualizaiton System. In this deliverable it is not reported since already trialled in C2.
TC 2.2.2: CPO Back-End - Charging Station communication. This test case aims at validating the communicationand interface between E-Mobility Platform (CPO) backend and the Charging Station installed in the 5G EVEcoverage field to retrieve metering data and to actuate control signals (e.g., power setpoints). Test Case 2.2.1 isa prerequisite for this Test Case, so Test Case 2.2.2 extends all the components of Test Case 2.2.1.
This test case focuses on the communication aspect of the remote control in industrially relevant scenario forthis Use Case. It has been included in TC2.2.6 trialled in C2 (please ref. D5.3B, Section 4.2.2 for results and lessonslearned) with a complete deployment of the suitable VNF chain. In this deliverable it is not reported since alreadytrialled in C2.
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TC 2.2.3: Distributed Smart Charging in 5G Environment. This test case aims at validating the decentralizedcontrol algorithm used to compute the power setpoints for smart charging sessions, leveraging on 5Gperformances to reduce communication time between the decentralized software agents (Master Control Agentand Local Control Agents), and thus reducing the overall time to converge to the optimal power setpoint for thesmart charging sessions.
This test case focuses on the efficient remote control for smart charging in industrially relevant scenario, since themain focus is on the capability of the decentralized control algorithm to compute the power setpoints for smartcharging sessions. It has been already trialled in C1 (please ref. D5.3A, Section 4.2.3 for trial description, resultsand lessons learned) with a complete deployment of the suitable VNF chain, integration of CDSO orchestrationcapabilities, and related APIs to communicate KPIs to the KPI Visualizaiton System. In this deliverable it is notreported since already trialled in C1.
TC 2.2.4: Distributed Smart Charging in 5G and CSP Layer Environment. This test case aims at validating thewhole Control Service Provider (CSP) layer environment, composed by the decentralized software agents thatcomputes the optimal power scheduling for charging sessions (Master Control Agent and Local Control Agents)and the CSP backend. Test Case 2.2.3 is a prerequisite for this Test Case, extends all the components of Test Case2.2.3.
This test case focuses on the efficient remote control for smart charging in industrially relevant scenario, since themain focus is on validating the integration of the Control Service Provider (CSP) layer environment and the CSPbackend. It has been already trialled in C2 (please ref. D5.3B, Section 4.2.1 for trial description, results and lessonslearned) with a complete deployment of the suitable VNF chain and related APIs to communicate KPIs to the KPIVisualizaiton System. In this deliverable it is not reported since already trialled in C2.
TC 2.2.5: Distributed Smart Charging in 5G and Vertical Environment. This test case aims at validating theinterface and communications between the CSP layer and the CPO back-end with no connected EVs, so tovalidating the full Use Case 2.2 ICT chain in a 5G environment. Test Case 2.2.1, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 are prerequisitesfor this Test Case, so Test Case 2.2.5 includes all their components.
This test case focuses on the efficient remote control for smart charging in industrially relevant scenario, since themain focus is on validating the integration between the CSP layer and the CPO back-end with no connected EVs,so to validating the full Use Case 2.2 ICT chain in a 5G environment. It has been included in TC2.2.6 trialled in C2(please ref. D5.3B, Section 4.2.2 for results and lessons learned) with a complete deployment of the suitable VNFchain and related APIs to communicate KPIs to the KPI Visualizaiton System. In this deliverable it is not reportedsince already trialled in C2.
TC 2.2.6: On Field End to End Smart Charging. This test case aims at validating the full UC 2.2 architecture,providing smart charging services via 5G to the charging EVs. All the previous Test Cases are obviouslyprerequisites of this Test Case, so all the components of the previous Test Cases are present and integrated inTest Case 2.2.6.
This test case is the final one since it realizes the efficient smart charging by combining communication and controlaspects of the Vertical Service in industrially relevant scenario, namely the energy facility owned and set up byIren as UC Owner in C2. It has been extensively trialled in C2 at the Iren’s premises (please ref. D5.3B, Section4.2.2 for facility description and setup, results and lessons learned) with a complete deployment of the suitableVNF chain and related APIs to communicate KPIs to the KPI Visualizaiton System. In this deliverable it is notreported since already trialled in C2.
In summary, in Cycle 3 no trial was carried out in UC 2.2 since it has been accomplished in C2 and has beendemoed during the last review meeting on June 2022.
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3.3 UC2.3
Use Case 2.3 “Electric Network Frequency Regulation” focuses on the remotely controlled aggregation of manyPlugIn Electric Vehicles to contribute to the primary frequency regulation services. It is composed by four TestCases, hereafter reported and described in detail in D1.1 B, D2.4 A and D5.2 B. The Test Cases are designed toincrementally validate the complete Use Case architecture, including all its software modules and hardwarecomponents.
TC 2.3.1: High Sampling Rate Frequency and Power Signal Communications. This Test Case aims at testing thecommunication of synthetic high-sampling frequency measurements to the Local Control Agents, and to test thecommunication of updated frequency-dependent power setpoint from Local Control Agents to emulated IoTAgents / Charging Stations. Moreover, this Test Case aims at validating the proposed control algorithm for thecomputation of power-frequency curves for the active charging sessions.
This test case focuses on the communication aspect of the remote control framework. It has been already trialledin C2 (please ref. D5.3B, Section 4.3.1 for results and lessons learned) with a complete deployment of the suitableVNF chain and related APIs to communicate KPIs to the KPI Visualizaiton System. In this deliverable it is notreported since already trialled in C2.
TC 2.3.2: Frequency Measurement and Communications to MEC. This Test Case aims at validating a realfrequencymeter inside the architecture of Test Case 2.3.1, while leaving emulated IoT Agents / Charging Stations.Test Case 2.3.1 is a prerequisite for this Test Case, so all the components of Test Case 2.3.1 are present in TestCase 2.3.2.
This test case focuses on the frequency measurement communication aspect of the remote control framework,since the frequency meter is present in a simulated scenario. It has been already trialled in C2 (please ref. D5.3B,Section 4.3.2 for results and lessons learned) with a complete deployment of the suitable VNF chain and relatedAPIs to communicate KPIs to the KPI Visualization System. In this deliverable it is not reported since alreadytrialled in C2.
TC 2.3.3: Power Signal Communications and Actuation. This Test Case aims at validating real Charging Stations /IoT Agents inside the architecture of Test Case 2.3.1, while leaving simulated frequency meter data as input tothe Local Control Agents. Test Case 2.3.1 is a prerequisite for this Test Case, so all components of Test Case 2.3.1are present in Test Case 2.3.3.
This test case focuses on the communication and actuation aspects of the efficient remote control, since the mainfocus is on validating real Charging Stations / IoT Agents inside the architecture of Test Case 2.3.1 in a 5Genvironment. It has been included in TC2.3.3 since the maturity of the Use Case allowed to test on the field bothTest Cases 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. In this deliverable the final architecture and relevant results achieved in C3 arereported in Section 3.3.2.
TC 2.3.4: On Field End to End Frequency Regulation. This Test Case aims at validating the full Use Case 2.3architecture, both with real IoT Agents / Charging Stations and real frequency meter. Of course, all the previousTest Cases are prerequisites for this Test Case, as all the architectural components of TC 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3are present in Test Case 2.3.4.
This test case is the final one and focuses on the remotely controlled aggregation ofmany Plug-In Electric Vehiclesto contribute to the primary frequency regulation services in industrially relevant scenario, since the main focusis on the capability of the remote control system control to aggregate energy loads so to allow Plug-In ElectricVehicles to participate to Frequency Regulation Services. It has not been trialled in previous trial cycles since thistest case extends the TC 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 presenting the complete control system integrated in the energy facility.In this deliverable the final architecture and relevant results achieved in C3 are reported in Section 3.3.2.
In summary, in Cycle 3 one set of trials has been carried out in UC 2.3, namely the one related to TC 2.3.4. Thefinal architecture we present for this Use Case is depicted in Section 3.3.1. Test case 2.3.4, which is
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comprehensive of the outcome of all the above mentioned test cases, has been executed in Enel XWay premisesin Turin in Q3 2022 using i5G SIM and hardware enabled to lock onto 5G commercial network. In the followingsection 3.3.1 we report the summary of trials are reported with the main focus on the achieved results in termsof KPIs. Lessons learned and final recommendations after completing the three trial cycles are reported in Section3.3.3.
3.3.1 Cycle 3 final architecture and deployment
The final architecture is depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Use Case 2.3 - Final architecture
The architecture has been updated to take into account the impossibility to perform re-routing activities withinthe 5G EVE network to setup a VPN with Enel X Way platforms.

3.3.2 TC 2.3.4
The test case “On Field End to End Frequency Regulation” aims at validating the full Use Case 2.3 finalarchitecture, as depicted in Section 3.3.1, with both real IoT Agents / Charging Stations and real frequencymeter.Of course, all the previous Test Cases are prerequisites for this Test Case, as all the architectural components ofTC 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 are present in Test Case 2.3.4. The overall objective is the remotely controlledaggregation of many Plug-In Electric Vehicles (as in UC2.2) with an additional, fundamental feature: allowingPEVs to contribute to the primary frequency regulation services in industrially relevant scenario. It has not beentrialled in previous trial cycles since this test case extends the TC 2.3.1. 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 presenting all thecommunication and control related aspects trialled in the previous TCs. In this deliverable the relevant resultsachieved in C3 from the field trials are reported. The trial description and related results are reported andcommented in Sections 3.3.2.1 and 3.1.2.2, respectively.
3.3.2.1 Trials description (test cases executed)
One experiment session for Test Case 2.3.4 has been planned and executed successfully for Test Case 2.3.4, asindicated in Table 10. Differently from Test Case 2.3.1 and Test Case 2.3.2, Test Case 2.3.4 has been executed inEnel X Way premises in Corso Appio Claudio 11 in the City of Turin. The test case site changed with respect toTC2.3.1 and TC2.3.2, since the real hardware equipment (bidirectional charging stations, frequency meter) wereinstalled, as indicated also in D5.2C, in an Enel X Way parching area in Corso Appio Claudio 11 in the city of Turin.Unfortunately, even if some measurements of the 5G coverage have been done during Cycle 1 and Cycle 2, andthe coverage has been confirmed by TIM, the 5G coverage was too weak on the selected test site to exclude
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whether or not the signal locked was provided by 5G or 4G commercial network. Anyway, all the hardware andsoftware components would have been able to run the experiment using 5G connectivity if 5G coverage wasbetter.
Table 10: Schedule of Trials for Test Case 2.3.2

Name Experiment Schedule date Execution date
Experiment 1 14/12/2022 14/12/2022

Figure 6:TC 2.3.4 Experiment 1 set up

Moreover, for Test Case 2.3.4, as for Test Case 2.3.2, more detailed KPIs on the various components of the overallcontrol loop latency have been collected. A detailed description of this new set of KPIs is available in D5.2 B (seeSection 3.3.4).
With this new set of KPIs it is possible to decompose each part of the overall reaction time latency, and so toassess which processes/communications uses most of the available time (300 ms according to TERNArequirements).
The tests execution is as follow:

1. Activate Master Control Agent with defined configuration on the 5G EVE MEC2. Activate Local Control Agents with defined configuration on 5G EVE MEC3. Configure test setup on Master Control Agent configuration files (number of EVs, power setpoints, etc.)4. Check the available status of the Master Charging Station connected to Frequency Meter on EVOSbackend
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5. Check the available status of the Slave Charging Stations on EVOS backend (Enel X Way EVSEmanagement platform)6. Remotely start the charging session from EVOS on each charger. Choose a V2G charging mode, to beable to modulate each charging by sending new setpoint (for active power), connect the EV to thecharger and push START, as required by CHAdeMO protocol.7. After plugging the EVs, check on EVOS the status of charger and verify the details of meter data for eachcharging session8. During the charging session: based on the frequency value, the Local Control Agent sends setpoints foractive power, in charging or discharging mode in function of the frequency and curve P-f. To be morerealistic the curves for P-f for each J2G charger should be identical, anyway to show how the algorithmworks and its capability, it was agreed to have different curves.9. Send start message to KPI Visualization System to enable the collection of Vertical and Network KPIs10. Collect data from Local Control Agents and IoT Agents logs, preprocess them and send them to the KPIVisualization System11. Send stop message to KPI Visualization System to end the experiment12. Remotely stop charging session on EVOS for each charger13. Unplug the EVs from each J2G charger14. Disconnect all software agents and hardware equipment (5G modem, Laptop)

3.3.2.2 Results and analysis (Cycle 3 KPIs vs reference KPIs)
Different test sessions have been conducted with V2G chargers and Nissan Leaf EVs.
In order to show the gathered results, the data and details for 3 contemporaneous charging sessions are detailedin Table 11 below.

Table 11: Results from 3 contemporaneous charging sessions
Active Energy (kWh)

Starting timing Ending timing Duration from the grid to the grid
Charger 1 10:00:09 10:07:59 00:07:50 0,994 0
Charger 2 10:01:05 10:07:47 00:06:42 0,443 0
Charger 3 10:01:48 10:07:53 00:06:05 0,124 0
Charger 3 was configured as Master, and for its role it should be able to send the frequency values always, withor without any charging session in progress.
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Based on the gathered meter data on EVOS backend, some results for the 3 charging sessions are shown:
1. EV SoC for each charging got every minute

Charger 1

Charger 2

Charger 3

2. Active power from the grid and to grid measured every minute
Charger 1

Charger 2

Charger 3

To demonstrate the type of the communicationmessages between the different devices/platform, some extractsare reported below:
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 CU log it records all communication happened in the J2G charger
2022-12-14 10:04:26.343 [INFO ] - EIG-CU - setpoint: 10559, tag: 275092022-12-14 10:04:26.344 [INFO ] - FECM - CUFECommunicationManager::notifyInfo2022-12-14 10:04:26.345 [DEBUG ] - ISWM - Dispatch msg to CP

 CP – CM communication log
2022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - **** SENT TO CP - SIZE: 47 byte(s)2022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - *METER DATA REQUEST*2022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - >HEADER2022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--length: 472022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--protocolVer2022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |----major: 22022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |----minor: 62022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--serialN: "N.21XV11T2B03AB00019"2022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--type: 8087923682022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--timestamp: 2022-12-14 10:05:01 LOCAL (1671008701)2022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--transactionID: 60832022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--sessionID (EX): 0E0CE6070A0008102022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - >PAYLOAD2022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--ceID: 12022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--reqType: 2 (METER_REQ_TYPE_V2G)2022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - **************************************************2022-12-14 10:05:01.079 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - **************************************************2022-12-14 10:05:01.082 [DEBUG ] - CP-CM Communication - Waiting reception2022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - **************************************************2022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - **************************************************2022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - **** RECEIVED FROM CP - SIZE: 131 byte(s)2022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - *METER DATA V2G*2022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - >HEADER2022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--length: 1312022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--protocolVer2022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |----major: 22022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |----minor: 62022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--serialN: "N.21XV11T2B03AB00019"2022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--type: 8090545122022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--timestamp: 2022-12-14 10:05:01 LOCAL (1671008701)2022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--transactionID: 60832022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--sessionID (EX): 0E0CE6070A0008102022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - >PAYLOAD2022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--ceID: 12022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--tMeter: 2022-12-14 10:05:012022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--energy_active_export_register: 02022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--energy_active_import_register: 4762022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--energy_active_export_register_grid: 02022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--energy_active_import_register_grid: 5292022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--energy_reactive_export_register: 02022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--energy_reactive_import_register: 492022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--power_active_export: 02022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--power_active_import: 107442022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--power_reactive_export: 02022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--power_reactive_import: 02022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--current_export: 02022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--current_import: 1592022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--Voltage: 22402022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--temperature: -12022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--Order: 52022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--action: 2 (V2G_CHARGE_ACT)2022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--DC_Voltage: 35802022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--battSOC: 4302022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--chargeTime: 2842022-12-14 10:05:01.086 [INFO ] - CP-CM Communication - |--estimatedChargingTime: 0
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As results from the 2 extracts, based on a command of 10559 W the J2G charger sets the output power of 10774W.
The greater value can be pinpointed to the power needed for the normal operation, to keep the system switcheson; that’s power is taken from the grid.
Although the site was selected considering a preliminary 5G coverage check, it was observed a very poor 5Gcoverage at the test site (Enel facility in Corso Appio Claudio) at the moment of the tests, hence these it’s notpossible to exclude whether the tests have been conducted by locking onto a 5G or 4G commercial networksignal. This has lead to observe a higher latency, which makes some of the KPIs partially achieved. Anyway, thegoodness of the proposed approach has already been demonstrated during Cycle 2 (and reported in D5.3B) incase of much better 5G coverage. Indeed, according to the experiments done using 5G network in Cycle 2, thenetwork latency was 40 ms lower (on average), which would have made the KPIs measured on Cycle 3 beachieved. The KPIs collected during the experiment of Cycle 3 are reported in Table 12.

Table 12: Test Case 2.3.2 collected KPIs

KPI KPItarget
KPI measured(Commercial5G) Achieved Comments

ReactionTime <300 ms
320ms(ranging from295ms to345ms)

Partially
KPI partiallyachieved due tobad networkcoverage on thetest site

VerticalServiceComm.Time (A +B + C + D +E)
<50 ms 65 ms(ranging 45 - 90ms)

Partially
KPI partiallyachieved due tobad networkcoverage on thetest site

Time A <50 ms*
1.35 ms(ranging from0.77 ms to18.87 ms)

Yes
Time needed tocollect frequencymeasurementfrom FrequencyMeter

Time B +Time D
<50 ms*

62.18 ms(ranging from39.98 ms to 86ms)
Partially

Time needed tocommunicatefrequencymeasurement toLocal ControlAgents and tocommunicateupdated powersetpoints to IoTAgents (RTT)
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KPI KPItarget
KPI measured(Commercial5G) Achieved Comments

Time C <50 ms*
0.10 ms(ranging from0.06 ms to 0.67ms)

Yes
Time needed byLocal ControlAgent tocomputeupdated powersetpoints

Time E <15 ms* 5 ms Yes
Time needed byJ2G to actuatethe updatepower setpointfrom the IoTAgent

LatencyUserplaneRTT
<40 ms

62.18 ms(ranging from39.98 ms to 86ms)
Partially

KPI partiallyachieved due tobad networkcoverage on thetest site

(*) sum of all these KPIs - A, B, C, D and E - should be less than 200ms, the target value for each single time is notsignificant
In Table 12, times (A, B, C, D) are measured from the field.
Timing E depends on the charger designed, how quick is the communication between mother board andconverter and how quick is the convert to adopt the new setpoints. Based on previous tests, where the frequencymeter was connected locally to the charger, it results that this activation timing is 10-15 ms, so from the instantwhere the frequency value changes to instant when converter reaches the nominal setpoint.
Comparing the 2 scenarios of testing, the timing for the internal socket can be not considered, since it isminimal.
Also in Cycle 3, as also noticed during Cycle 2, the Userplane Latency RTT (time B+D) represents the greatest partof the overall Service Activation time, together with the time needed from the Frequency meter to collect afrequency measurement from the network (250 ms). By having lower Userplane Latency RTT (time B+D) it isdemonstrated that it is possible to achieve the service activated within 300 ms from the instant the frequencydisturbance starts, which cannot be guaranteed if using 4G networks.

3.3.3 Lessons learned and final recommendations
Cycle 3 activities of Test Case 2.3.4 confirmed that a good 5G radio coverage is mandatory to attain the targetKPIs for Use Case 2.3. Anyway, same considerations done in Test Case 2.3.1 and Test Case 2.3.2 applies also inthis Test Case. It is important to highlight how although a previous 5G coverage test was performed in Cycle 2(during the installation works for the three charging stations), this test could not be considered reliable as theweakness of the 5G signal, very weak, has been further affected by the peculiar location of the three chargingstations within the site (close to a wall and behind an iron curtain required to close the private parking space)that were even embedded with an ad-hoc 5G antenna. As the installation within the site has been performedaccording best practices, this outcome leads to think thoroughly about how in the future already existing
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charging stations could eventually be involved in services where 5G connectivity is required for services likefrequency regulation where latency is of utmost importance, but also a relevant number of charging stationsshould be involved in order to influence parameters like the network system frequency. The only possiblesolution is a more pervasive diffusion of strong 5G coverage that could not be affected by the topological settingof the facility to connect.
Further, a lot of activities have been performed in order to setup a VPN between Enel X Way platform and 5GEVE. These activities have revealed how the cyber security requirements within each partner might be notcompatible with internal policies and require ad-hoc, temporary agreements viable only for R&D projects.Further the activities performed to setup the VPN from Enel X Way platform to 5G EVE have highlighted howcertain requirements (as the encryption domain) might not be satisfied if there is no 100% control of the networkinfrastructure (5G EVE in this case).
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4 LL3 Cycle 3 trials results, lessons learned & final recommendations(IBM, UC owners)
4.1 UC3.3 (TNOR, NTNU SSC)
The Network Music Performance (NMP) use case scenario was also selected as the preferred object for the 5GSOLUTIONS cycle three trials. The 5GNMP trial was performed in collaborationwith the 5GMEDIA HUB project.
What separates the cycle three trial from the previous one is the location of the musicians. One of the musicianswas located in Trondheim, at the NTNU campus, Manulab laboratories. The second musician was in Oslo atTelenor head quarter. The distance between the end locations is roughly 500 kilometers. The target for this trialis like the previous one - to have maximum 30ms total latency of the sound played from one musician to theother round trip (RTT). This is necessary to have a synchronous play for musicians from different locations. Theuse case scenario is relevant for consumer and professional verticals, e.g distributed learning and entertainmentsuch as Schools, Universities, Public cultural events, Amateur bands, Professional orchestras etc. The expectedeffect is cost savings and more environmentally solution with reduces transport and Co2 emissions. Masteringthe NMP use case is viewed as an important threshold for further exploitation of very low latency use caseswithin the consumer market. Moreover, the NMP UC scenario of UC3.3 is seen as a proxy for many UC scenarioswhere real-time media communications is needed, like in AR/VR applications.

4.1.1 Cycle 3 final architecture and deployment
The set up at both Trondheim and Oslo locations are both described in Table 13:

Table 13: NMP cycle three technical set-up descriptions
Items Trondheim (NTNU Manulab) Oslo (Telenor HQ)

Technicalset-up

 5G NGP private network 5G router (SA), Huawei CPE PRO Telenor SIM card (5G) static IP address Mac with Windows and audio soundcard. USB/Thunderbolt ports. Audiointerface driver installed on Mac JackTrip P2P/JackTrip IO delay, link. ASIO4ALL drivers for routing audiobetween the Main/Secondary I/Ofrom the audio interface to Jacktrip DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) Ethernet cable

 5G NGP private network 5G router (SA) Huawei CPE PRO. Telenor SIM card (5G), Static IPaddress PC with Windows and audio soundcard. USB/Thunderbolt port. Audiointerface driver installed on PC JackTrip P2P/JackTrip IO delay ASIO4ALL drivers for routing audiobetween the Main/Secondary I/Ofrom the audio interface to Jacktrip DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) Ethernet cable
Musician/Instrument

 N.N #1 Electric Keyboard (MIDI) connected toMac via cable Headphone connected to the Mac

 N.N #2 Electric guitar connected to PC viacable Headphone connected to the PC
Metrics  Latency, round trip (RTT)  Latency, round trip (RTT)

https://ccrma.stanford.edu/software/jacktrip/windows/index.html
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A MIDI (Musical instrument Digital Interface) keyboard is typically a piano style electronic musical keyboard.Using different buttons and slides MIDI signals are sent over a USB or a MIDI 5 cable to other musical devices orcomputers. MIDI instruments should be connected via MIDI DIN 5-pin cable to reduce latency for 3-4ms if theaudio interface hasMIDI inputs, as USB connections incur additional latency. More information on this link abouthow faster a MIDI cable is compared to USB. DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) provides a studio environment forinstruments and audio routing via the ASIO drivers. Usually, Reaper or Cakewalk are good options as they areopen source.
In Figure 7 below two pictures illustrate the set-up on the Trondheim site.

Figure 7: NMP trial set-up in Trondheim, Manulab site
The picture to the left shows the connection between the MIDI keyboard, External sound card (Roland), Huawei5G router, and Computer (Mac). The picture to the right shows the 5G Radio Dot mounted in the ceiling.
4.1.2 Trials description (test cases executed)
In Figure 8 below, the Jacktrip setup at the Oslo location with the Cakewalk DAW and a Presonus Quantum 2audio interface linked via Thunderbolt-2 I s described.
The PC runs Jacktrip and links left and right channels to the sound interface outputs. Two inputs from the soundinterface (L/R) are sending signal to the Cakewalk Digital AudioWorkstation (DAW). Moreover, two outputs fromthe master bus of the DAW are being sent back to Jacktrip and also to the main outputs of the sound card for thepurpose of local audio monitoring. Finally, the Jacktrip then sends signal towards the network interface card,which links to the 5G CPE connected to the Next Generation Platform (NGP) at Telenor.

https://www.keyboardwaves.com/midi-din-vs-midi-usb-latency-test/
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Figure 8: Jacktrip setup at the Oslo location

The Next-Generation Platform, see Figure 9, will provide a 5G Standalone (SA) connectivity to the two endpoints,allowing the creation of a customized network slice for music testing (see Figure 9). In an ideal scenario, the twobase stations serving the two endpoints should be set into bridge mode and with static IP addresses, to eliminatethe need for network overlays and route injections.

Figure 9: The Next-Generation Platform’
This optimizes the performance further in the lower network layers. However, due to the absence of twoidentical CPE devices, both endpoints are operating at layer 3.
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4.1.3 Results and analysis (Cycle 3 KPIs vs reference KPIs)
The average measured RTT latency between the two 5G endpoints was 25ms(total) from the Oslo side duringthe tests by using the Telenor Next-Generation Platform. We measured the RTT time for the audio (which is theAD/DA conversion between the audio interface unit and the PC), as well as the network between Oslo andTrondheim. The reason why we did not play a full music piece, but just tried small pieces of playback, wasconstraints at the Trondheim site and lack of setup of the audio streaming front end (Jacktrip), including(possibly) hardware related problems with his audio interface and the way it should be set up on Mac OS (I wasusing Windows in contrast). The 25ms RTT measurement was registered from the Oslo site.
Regarding the average measurement is computed from a series of measurements, see Figure 10. There wereinterruptions in the connection at random time intervals, which lasted for 2 seconds to up to a minute. Thereason for the interruptions is most probably the radio link between the gNB and the Huawei CPE, as well as thebaseband unit (BBU). The reasons for this network instability are unknown at this point and are expected to bealleviated by introducing hardware that supports newer releases. Another plausible explanation is the fact thatthe radio front end is comprised of units from different vendors and the way of their integration. Nevertheless,we circumvent these issues by ignoring the network interruptions and do not account into the latency tests.

Figure 10: RTT latency between the Oslo and Trondheim test sites

The hardware induced RTT latency in the audio loop was in total 1.2ms over Thunderbolt-2 interface with 16buffers size and 48 KHz sampling rate, see Figure 11.
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Figure 11: RTT latency at the audio hardware to software layers, including sampling rate induced latency and AD/DAconversion latency
Videos documenting the procedure for enabling the testing environment is included, see NMP Tests Day 1.mkv;NMP Tests Day 2.mkv
The results from the cycle 2 of the NMP trial did not meet the latency KPI target. The 5G private stand-alonenetwork set up showed a total average latency exceeding 200ms. The ping tests, however, show an average ofless than 20ms for the same network. The lack of high-end computer operating systems and professional musicalequipment such as microphones, sound cards and cables were anticipated as barriers to achieving the expectedresults. Generally, measuring latency through Jacktrip can be challenging in terms of obtaining precisemeasurements. Some tips to minimize latency, such as reducing buffer size in the AD/DA converter and/orreducing sample rate, etc., are described in the following Q&A from Jacktrip.
There are multiple sources of latency that should be taken into consideration. Together, they will amount to thetotal quality of service that the end-to-end system offers. The latency endpoints are as follows: Geographical latency – Refers to the delay incurred by the geographic location and physical distancebetween the testing endpoints. The more network hops there are through border gateways, the higherthe latency will be. To minimize this, there should be as little as possible, or no hops at all. The closer themusicians are to each other physically, the lower the latency will be. Internet Service Provider latency – Refers to the service provider and their technical aspects of theservice delivery to the home and how it affects the overall latency. DSL or cable can have 10-15 mslatency, whereas a fiber optic connection to the home may not be more than 2. ADC/DAC analog to digital and digital to analog conversion latency – This is highly dependent on thehardware (audio interface or AD/DA converter) being used. The newer units may have good quality clockgenerators implemented, which can improve the work of the ADC converters. Furthermore, newerinterfaces have also better-quality converters that have higher dynamic range. Nevertheless, most USBbased interfaces can add approximately 15-20 ms of latency, but this is measurable directly from thecontrol software of the interface drivers. Typically, Thunderbolt interfaces havemuch lower latency thanthe USB based, as they can access the PCIe lanes and CPU directly. Integrated sound cards in the form ofPCIe also offer excellent low latency. Operating system latency – Refers to the latency induced by the operating system’s kernel processing(Windows/Linux) which can add to the overall latency of the environment. For that purpose, a low-latency kernel shall be considered as real-time processing is highly dependable on communicationdelays.

https://telenorgroup-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/bruno_dzogovic_telenor_com/EXPr5qfk8-dJmwggRExntUsBWTRe5xBZ_7BKgPPPyqhLuw?e=hQTZQ6
https://telenorgroup-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/bruno_dzogovic_telenor_com/Ebrk61mPjl5Nmh9jhF4_D8EB5xEVz3TER0J6PhKleaw9LQ?e=fUVaql
https://www.jacktrip.com/technology
https://help.jacktrip.org/hc/en-us/articles/360055332753-Virtual-Studio-Frequently-Asked-Questions-FAQs-
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 Acoustic latency – The speed of sound at 24 degrees C, travels approximately 345.5 m/s. That is 0.3455m/ms, which means that with one meter distance, the latency of the received audio wave compared tothe transmitted, will be 2.894 (3ms) milliseconds. By using headphones instead of speakers, thisminiscule latency overhead can be diminished.
By having these guidelines in mind, we can estimate with good precision how the roundtrip latency combineswith the one within the 5G network in the cycle 3 NMP trial. Namely, the 21,5ms roundtrip latency combinedwith the 1.2ms audio hardware latency, as well as additional delay that can be accounted into the error marginwill provide approximately 25ms (in total) experience for rehearsals between Oslo and Trondheim.
Another important factor to consider into measuring latency and considering a delay-based approach for remoterehearsals is the biological constraint of the human mind and its processing power. The auditory cortex neuronsof the human brain require audible stimulus information to be captured by the ear and forwarded for processingthe sound and its perception. Therefore, the overall latency occurring in the human brain is approximatelyadditional 10 milliseconds, which depends also on the complexity of the received audio information [9]. Thecomplexity can be attributed to the sound modulation, changes, speed and tempo as well as how fast the soundis morphing and changing frequency and time domain. This may increase the marginal latency in the brainprocessing of the sound and can add to the definition of the overall experience.
4.1.4 Lessons learned and final recommendations
According to the obtained information from the trials, we can conclude that a viable rehearsal environment canbe established between two endpoints with decently low latency. If we take the network interruptions out ofconsideration, it will be possible to include additional members of a band/orchestra to join the rehearsal. Forthat purpose, a centralized model of connectivity using Jacktrip is preferred (or referred to as ‘hubmode’), whichallows multiple members to join a remote rehearsal session at the same 5G network slice for seamlessexperience. By establishing an ultra-reliable low latency slice, it becomes possible to join music sessions atsubstantially separated geographic locations.
The success factors to which we can attribute the < 30 ms latency in cycle 3 trial we find to be several. First of all,the lower layer network connectivity with fixed IP in a same 5G slice allowed the communication to beestablished at a transport network level between the two 5G base stations and therein CPEs. Moreover, lowerlatency audio hardware based on Thunderbolt-3 interface instead of using USB. Furthermore, cable connectivitybetween the computer and CPE, and dedicated radio link on custom frequency (similar to using the commercialbands) and finally the 5G standalone (SA) operation.
Moreover, the further testing will involve employing the Hawkeye monitoring tool by Keysight, which will enabledata collection from the communication between the two endpoints and provide information such as latency,bandwidth, packet loss, jitter, etc. In such manner, we can obtain more precise and accurate insight into thecommunication.

4.2 UC3.4 (IBM)
This section will cover the UC3.4 trials description (smart building/campus), execution, and results.
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4.2.1 Cycle 3 updated architecture and deployment
The UC3.4 architecture underwent a series of updates as part of the planned deployment of the 5G testbed inthe IBM campus, but also taking into account review feedback and lessons learned after the execution of eachcycle. The following is a description of the cycle 3 updated and final testbed architecture.
4.2.1.1 Cycle 1 & 2 consolidated feedback and cycle 3 objectives
During the first two cycles of trials (D5.3A/B), the focus was set on prepping the test environment and performingunit and integration tests to evaluate the performance of 5G in a smart building/campus setting. Measurementswere taken to assess the capabilities of the deployed 5G node. In cycle 2, the 5G testbed deployed in IBM alsounderwent a series of upgrades before conducting the test cases planned for the last cycle. Reflecting on theexecution of the first two cycles, the lessons learned included the need to recalibrate the initial Key PerformanceIndicators (KPIs), which was covered In deliverable 1.1B, as well as reviewing a few of the objectives of the UC totake the 5G software and hardware limitations into account. Some security considerations had to be taken intoaccount with regards to the deployment of a private 5G node in an enterprise network.
In line with the recommendations of the EC, cycle 2 was dedicated to the deployment of a local OSM orchestratorto enable VNF orchestration of the vertical applications. VNFs for the predictive maintenance application weredeveloped and tested during this cycle. We had also established that the extension of VNF orchestration of the5G core functionality is not possible in our case due to the 5G node hardware and software limitations.
The purpose of cycle 3 testing is to execute the remaining test cases in order to further validate the network KPIsresults obtained during the first two cycles, but also extend the investigation of application KPIs, which wasinitiated during cycle 2. This cycle’s trials were also an opportunity to review the PO’s feedback and evaluate andincorporate the recommendations while addressing the concerns raised during the last project review in June2022.
While good progress was made in order to advance the integration of the 5G testbed with the CDSO, this efforthad to be reviewed and limited to a few primitives only, due to some security concerns raised by the ChiefSecurity Officer of the campus. In fact, since the 5G testbed and all its components is deployed inside a firewallprotected area in IBM called the Blue Zone, incoming connections from the CDSO, which is deployed in anexternal third-party network, were not allowed. To circumvent this, we simulated the CDSO’s requests in orderto finalise the development of the “identify”, “start slice”, and “stop slice” primitives, as reported in deliverable2.2D. Since the ZTA module utilizes the CDSO to control the 5G network parameters, it was determined that itsintegration will not be considered as part of this UC’s work. Instead, we focused our efforts on executing theremaining test cases and evaluating the KPIs results, while documenting the lessons learned.

4.2.1.2 Cycle 3 final architecture and the status of integration with testbed, KPI VS, CDSO
As was reported in the previous drop of this deliverable (D5.3B), the final upgrades to the testbed were all finalized incycle 2 to dedicate cycle 3 to the evaluation of the test cases results and the network and application KPIs. For thesake of completeness of this deliverable, Figure 12 from D5.3B shows the 5G testbed deployed in IBM as well as theexternal components (KPI VS and CDSO), while delimitating each domain.
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Figure 12: IBM testbed architecture and domains
We refer the reader to Deliverable 5.2A/B for details and specs about specific IBM testbed components, as well asDeliverables 3.2C and 2.2D for information about the KPI VS and the CDSO respectively.

Figure 13: Detailed system architecture and orchestration APIs for UC3.4
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The integration of the KPI VS was finalized in Cycle 1 & 2 while the CDSO integration work was extended until thethird cycle. As mentioned earlier in this section, the CDSO integration was scaled down from the initial plan toaddress the security concerns raised by our campus CSO. The integration with the 5G base station was finalizedin a simulated mode while the integration with the local OSMmodule was dropped. Figure 13 shows the detailedsystem architecture of the testbed as well as the integration APIs for the CDSO.

4.2.2 Trials description (test cases executed)

The trials and tests design has been thoroughly reported in Deliverable 2.4B, Section 4.3.2 for the testcases that are in scope for Cycles 2 and 3.The mapping of the testcases with the Test areas described in Deliverable 2.4B (Table 21) highlights alist of target KPIs that are in line with both the test areas and the objectives of Cycles 3. For the sake ofcompleteness, Table 14 and Table 15 compile the list of KPIs that are in scope for Cycles 3 and theirmeasurement method, with their status in the current cycle.
Table 14: UC3.4_SC1 Cooperative positioning and predictive maintenance technical KPIs

Technical KPIs
KPI Description and measurement method Status Justification

Positioningaccuracy   Compare calculated position with actuallocations No longerconsidered
5G node hardware &software limitation, nosupport for mmWave,no support for LPP orNRPP.

Reliability   % of data delivered without datacorruption   Captured
RemainingUseful Lifetime(RUL)

Calculation of the Remaining UsefulLifetime of the battery powered IoTdevices Captured

Table 15: UC3.4_SC2 Enhanced safety monitoring and object detection technical KPIs
Technical KPIs

KPI Measurement method/formula Status Justification
Connectiondensity   Evaluate service while increasing devicedensity   Captured Tested with up to 4 x4K cameras, withsimulated traffic
False positive   Manual check of alerts reported over asample period of time  Captured
False negative  Manual check of unreported alerts overa sample period of time  Captured
Error rate Manual check of overall object detectionerror rate Captured
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A total of 11 test cases were executed over the three trials cycles. Table 16 lists all the testcasesconsidered in this UC, colour coded with green to indicate the test cases successfully executed andyellow for test cases that were not executed. The asterisk denotes the test cases that are in scope forcycle 3.
Table 16: Test cases executed for UC3.4

TC ID Test Case Scenario Name
UC3.4-TC-01 5G self-contained node deployment and testing
UC3.4-TC-02 4K cameras and IoT devices deployment and testing
UC3.4-TC-03 IBM custom-made analytics server deployment and testing
UC3.4-TC-04 Testing of sample predictive maintenance UC scenario
UC3.4-TC-05 Testing of sample enhanced video analytics UC scenario
UC3.4-TC-06 Testing the integration of the testbed with the KPI VS – IoT scenario
UC3.4-TC-07 Integration of the testbed with the KPI VS – 4K cameras scenario
UC3.4-TC-08* Integration of the testbed with the NOKIA CDSO
UC3.4-TC-09* Cooperative Positioning for Smart Industrial IoT Systems
UC3.4-TC-10* Predictive Maintenance for Smart Industrial IoT Systems
UC3.4-TC-11* Enhanced Video Analytics and Anomaly Detection

TC01-TC07 having been covered in the previous drops of this deliverable (D5.3A/B), the remaining testcases in scope for Cycle 3 include TC08, TC10 and TC11. The scope of these test cases consists in thefollowing:
 TC08: CDSO integration for slice deployment in the 5G node TC10: Predictive Maintenance for Smart Industrial IoT Systems TC11: Enhanced Video Analytics and Anomaly Detection

TC09 consisting in the Cooperative Positioning for Smart Industrial IoT Systems suffers from somehardware and software limitations of the 5G node. In fact, this node only supports sub-6 GHz bandsand thus does not support mmWave bands. In addition, LTE Positioning Protocol (LPP) and New RadioPositioning Protocol (NRPP) are not supported, and therefore positioning information is not directlyaccessible from the 5G base station and cannot be retrieved by the UEs. For this reason, this TC was notpursued in this cycle. The Table 17 shows the configuration of the AmariSoft 5G node which was usedduring the test campaigns reported in this deliverable.
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Table 17: 5G private node RAN configuration parameters
Parameter SA Configuration NSA ConfigurationFreq 3489MHz (n78) 3489MHz (n78) 2590MHz (n41)BW 50 MHz 50 MHz 10 MHzDL 2 × 2 (MIMO) 2 × 2 (MIMO) 2 × 2 (MIMO)UL 1 x 1 (SISO) 1 x 1 (SISO) 1 x 1 (SISO)Modulation QAM64/QAM64 QAM256/QAM64 QAM256/QAM64

Table 18 describes the testcases executed as part of Cycle 3 with a mapping to the KPIs that are relevantto each testcase, as well as the outcome of each test.
Table 18: testcases executed as part of Cycle 3

Testcase ID TC08Testcasedescription Testing the integration of the testbed with the NOKIA CDSO
Associated testarea UC3.4_TA_6 (Integration and end-to-end tests)
Associated testscenario UC3.4_SC2, NC3.4_SC2
KPIs reference Coverage, Reliability, Data rate, Latency
Test procedure Assumptions&constraints

Expectedbehaviour Actualbehaviour Pass/Fail Additional notes
Integration of IBMtestbed with theNOKIA CDSO byonboarding anetwork slice in the5G node from theCDSO.1. Design anddevelopment ofa WebSocketclient to interactwith the 5Gnode,implement basicprimitives suchas authenticateCDSO, Startslice, Stop slice.2. Deploy pre-configured slice

CDSOorchestrationin scope forCycle 3includes onlypre-configuredslicedeploymenton 5G node.Test caseexecutedusingemulatedrequestsfrom CDSO.

a) DeployWebSocketclient onAnalyticsServerb) Createemulationscript torecreate CDSOrequestsinternallyc)Authenticatethe emulatedCDSO noded) Start a pre-configuredslice (eMBB,mMTC)e) Stop the

a) 5G nodeready,WebSocketclient runningon AnalyticsServerb) Emulationscript runningfrom internalIBM networkc) EmulatedCDSOauthenticatedd) eMBB /mMTC slicedeployed(Start)e) Slicestopped

Pass Expectedbehaviour met
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in the 5G nodefrom CDSO slice
Testcase ID TC010Testcasedescription Testing of sample predictive maintenance UC scenario
Associated testarea UC3.4_TA_7 (end-to-end tests)
Associated testscenario UC3.4_SC1_1, UC3.4_SC1_2, NC3.4_SC1
KPIs reference Coverage, Reliability, Connection density, Projection of battery life, Energyreduction
Test procedure Assumptions& constraints Expectedbehaviour Actualbehaviour Pass/Fail Additional notes
1.Deployment ofmMTC slice in 5Gnode2.Connection of IoTdevice to 5G node3.Deployment ofscript on IoTdevice for MQTTdata transmission4.Deployment ofscript on analyticsserver VM forsensor dataretrieval andprocessing5.Storing of sensordata on apersistent DB(MongoDB) onanalytics server6.RUL estimation(preliminary)

The choice ofRPi with theassociatedshields as IoTdevice mayresult in non-optimalbattery life asthese typesof devicesare powerhungry.

a) 5G mMTCslice deployedb) IoT devicesuccessfulregistrationc) MQTTmessages sentfrom IoTdeviced) MQTTmessagesreceived onanalyticsserver VMe) IoT datastored in DBf) RULestimationand reportingin dashboard

a) 5G networkadvertised inThinkSpaceb) successfulIoT deviceregistrationc) successfulmessagetransmissiond) successfulmessagereceptione) successfulstorage of IoTdataf) RULestimationand displayedin theexperimentatpredictivemaintenancedashboard

Pass Expectedbehaviour met

Testcase ID TC011Testcasedescription Testing of sample enhanced video analytics UC scenario
Associated testarea UC3.4_TA_7 (end-to-end tests)
Associated testscenario UC3.4_SC2, NC3.4_SC2
KPIs reference Coverage, Reliability, Data rate, Latency, System Availability, False Positive,False Negative
Test procedure Assumptions& constraints Expectedbehaviour Actualbehaviour Pass/Fail Additional notes
1.Deployment ofeMBB slice in the Execution ofEnhanced a) 5G eMBBslice deployed a) 5G networkadvertised in Pass Expectedbehaviour met
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5G node2.Connection of the5G router to the5G node3.Streaming ofrecorded or livevideo footagefrom NVR4.Local deploymentof sample objectdetection model5.Object detectionand recognitionfrom vide stream6.QR codedetection fromvideo stream7.Storing the list ofdetected objecton a DB(MongoDB)

VideoMonitoringUC scenariowas done inCycle 3 (4KvideostreamingthrougheMBB slice).

b) 5G Routerconnected to5G networkc) Access torecorded orstreamedvideo footagefrom NVRd) Objectdetectionmodeldetecting aselection ofoffice suppliese) Reading ofQR code from4K videostreamf) List ofobjectsdetectedstored in DB

ThinkSpaceb) Successful5G routerregistrationc) streamingof real timeand recordedvideos fromNVRd) Detectionof officesuppliessuccessfulusing YOLOmodele) QR codesdeployed inThinkSpaceread correctlyfrom videostream, indifferentlightingconditions,distances andangles
f) Detectedobjectedstored in localDB

4.2.3 Results and analysis (Cycle 3 KPIs vs reference KPIs)

In Cycles 1 and 2, the main objective of the trials was the deployment of the testbed and the 5Gconnectivity testing, with limited exploration of application KPIs. In Cycle 3, application KPIs have beenexplored for both the predictive maintenance and the enhanced video analytics scenarios.
For the predictive maintenance scenario, the KPIs tested are the communication reliability and RULestimation error rate. The communication reliability of the predictive maintenance system is animportant KPI as it ensures that the system is able to effectively communicate with the equipmentbeing monitored. This is crucial for the system to function properly, as it needs to be able to receivedata from the equipment in order to make accurate predictions. The RUL estimation error rate is alsoan important KPI as it measures the accuracy of the system's predictions of when equipment is likely tofail. This is important as it allows maintenance to be scheduled at the right time and preventsunnecessary downtime.
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2 https://github.com/ultralytics/yolov3
3 https://pypi.org/project/pyzbar/

Regarding the communication reliability, we measured the reception success rate when performingiPerf tests and observed 100% success rate. The scope of the testing includes the ThinkSpace areawhere we performed multiple runs in close proximity of the 5G node (within the same room). For theRUL estimation error rate, we developed a two stage ML model to estimate the RUL, then calculatedthe error rate by comparing historical data with the predicted output from the model. The two-stageapproach works by calculating a Health Index (HI) degradation value for the batteries, which is then fedto a Deep Learning model using iterative estimations.
On the other hand, the enhanced video analytics KPIs that were explored in this cycle consist of objectdetection error rate, false positive rate, and false negative rate. These KPIs are important for evaluatingthe performance of video analytics systems in terms of their ability to detect objects accurately andminimize false alarms. These were calculated using manual sampling of object detection results in theIBM campus. We also looked at the connection density by using multiple 4K cameras as well assimulated traffic. For this scenario, we implemented a state-of-the-art object detection algorithm(YOLOv3)2 and a QR code reader (pyzbar3 python library).
Multiple parameters were considered in the enhanced video analytics test case. First, we consideredthe scenario under varying lighting conditions. We used a bright room illuminated with spotlights, aswell as a dark room only relying on the 4K cameras’ infrared LEDs. We also considered different videoqualities, using the main stream (4K quality with 25 fps) as well as the sub stream (720p with 15 fps) ofthe cameras and the video recorder system. For the QR code reader tests, we considered a fixed sizeQR code with 8x8 cm size printed on a white paper. The encoding of the QR code contains 12 charactersto avoid making the imagemore complex, and thus unrecognisable from afar. After running preliminarytests, it was determined that for optimal results, certain considerations need to be taken into accountin terms of the distance of the object with regards to the camera as well as the angle at which the objecthas been captured. The Table 19 and Table 20 summarise the testing conditions.

Table 19: Testing conditions in QR code reader tests
QR Code reader (8x8 cm QRcode with 12 charactersencoding)

Bright Dark (infrared)

Main stream Distance: 400 cm
Angle: 30°-150°

Distance: 200 cm
Angle: 30°-150°

Sub stream Distance: 50 cm
Angle: 45°-135°

Distance: 100 cm
Angle: 45°-135°

Table 20: Testing conditions in Object detection tests
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Object detection Bright Dark (infrared)
Main stream Distance: 1500 cm

Angle: 30°-150°
Distance: 600 cm
Angle: 30°-150°

Sub stream Distance: 1000 cm
Angle: 45°-135°

Distance: 600 cm
Angle: 45°-135°

The results for the network KPIs for both scenarios (predictive maintenance utilising a mMTC slice, aswell as the enhanced video monitoring using an eMBB slice) were reported in the previous period.
Table 21 and Table 22 summarise the application KPIs explored in Cycle 3 and the results obtained.

Table 21: UC3.4_SC1 Cooperative positioning and predictive maintenance technical KPIs
Technical KPIs

KPI Cycle 3 status Target value Measuredvalue Notes
Positioningaccuracy   Not captured < 10 m --

Limited support forlocalization in 5G node,AmariSoft onlysupports C-Band.

Reliability   Captured > 99.9% 100%

KPI achieved – Scopeof the measurementlimited due to thes m a l l - s c a l edeployment andlimitation of the 5Gnode.

Projection ofbattery life  (RULerror rate) Captured < 10% ~ 5%

KPI achieved – Scopeof the measurementlimited (8 sensorsused) due to the small-scale deployment andlimited range of 5Gnode

Table 22: UC3.4_SC2 Enhanced safety monitoring and object detection technical KPIs
Technical KPIs

KPI Cycle 3 status Target value Measuredvalue Notes
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Connection density Captured -- 4 x 4Kcameras
Tested with up to 4 x 4Kcameras generating upto 8Mbps each in uploadmode, in addition tosimulated traffic.

False positive Captured < 5% < 1%
Non-inclusive of objectsnot entirely in frame,and objects captured atan angle

False negative Captured < 5% ~ 3%
Non-inclusive of objectsnot entirely in frame,and objects captured atan angle

Error rate Captured < 5% ~ 4%
Non-inclusive of objectsnot entirely in frame,and objects captured atan angle

4.2.4 Lessons learned and final recommendations

In Cycle 3, three testcases were in scope namely TC08-TC11 as reported in Deliverable 2.4B. TC08 tackles theintegration of UC3.4 with the CDSO. The first phase of this integration was successfully implemented in cycle 2and carried over to cycle 3, allowing the authentication of the CDSO with the 5G node, as well as Start and Stop
primitives for slice onboarding in the 5G node. TC09 consisting in the Cooperative Positioning for SmartIndustrial IoT Systems was not pursued due to hardware and software limitations of the 5G node. TC10 and TC11are related to testing both the predictive maintenance vertical application (mMTC slice) and the enhanced videoanalytics vertical application (eMBB slice). For each of the vertical applications, the application KPIs weremeasured and reported in this deliverable.
In this cycle, we have revisited a few KPIs from the previous cycles in order to compare the results. The KPIs thatwere revisited are the network KPIs and consist of the Data rate, Latency, Connection density, Coverage, andReliability (for both eMBB and mMTC slices). These KPIs are crucial for evaluating the performance of the 5Gnetwork and understanding how it compares to a commercial 5G networks. The results of these KPIs in cycle 3showed no improvement compared to cycles 1 and 2. For the sake of brevity, these results were not reported inthis report as they are similar to the ones reported in Deliverable 5.2C.
This lack of improvement can be attributed to the fact that the limits of the 5G self-contained node fromAmariSoft were reached in Cycle 1 and 2. Additionally, the testbed used in this study uses an indoor 5G node,which makes this deployment subject to more interference and performance degradation than outdoordeployments. This makes it challenging to compare the results to the reference 5G target KPI values that areusually referred to in technical reports. Another consideration to take into account is that the AmariSoft Callboxclassic 5G node deployed in IBM campus only supports 50MHz NR bandwidth, while a 100MHz channel wouldtheoretically double the data rate achieved. Beyond the hardware limitation, IBM has received authorization touse 50MHz around the 3.6 GHz band from ComReg, the Commission for Communications Regulations in Ireland.Furthermore, it is important to note that these results do not reflect the actual performance of commercial 5Gnetworks, as the testbed is an indoor deployment and the KPI values are different from outdoor deployments.The results presented in this report and its previous versions constitute a good benchmark for future works thatmay look at private commercial indoor 5G deployments.
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Besides network KPIs, the focus of cycle 3 was on measuring vertical application KPIs. In particular, thedeployment of ML models for the estimation of RUL in IoT devices' battery lives, and the use of off-the-shelfobject detection and QR code reader models on 4K video footage. The results of the predictive maintenancescenario reported in this deliverable show promising KPIs values which indicate such solutions using a two-stagedeep learning model could well be used to estimate the remaining useful lifetime of not only battery powereddevices but also different types of machinery that is part of a building management system. On the other hand,our view of the results from the enhanced video analytics scenario is mitigated. In fact, although most of the KPIswere achieved successfully, this was done in a controlled environment with optimal conditions. The use ofsurveillance cameras, usually mounted far away from the objects to be detected, and often capturing objectspartially or at an angle, even if they are 4K, would most likely result in sub-optimal results. Lighting is anotherfactor that may play a role in the performance of such a system.
The positioning accuracy scenario was explored also in this cycle, with contact and discussions initiated with theH2020 project LOCUS. However due to time constraints and hardware limitations, the test case was not pursuedin the current cycle. In fact, this was expected due to the lack of support for mmWave in the 5G node, as well asthe limited support for essential positioning protocols in the 5G node’s stack, such as LPP and NRPP.
Throughout the execution of Cycle 3, we used our experience and lessons learned in cycles 1 and 2 to tackle theseveral challenges we faced, such as technical and operational issues, as well as the regulatory and internal policyadherence. The execution of the predictive maintenance application required a sizable dataset of sensor’sbattery profiles to train the ML models estimating the Remaining Useful Lifetime (RUL). This was tackled bydeploying more sensors and allocating time to gather data. The integration with the CDSO was also challengingdue to the complexity of the task and the added complexity of having to work around the very strict securityrules in IBM internal network. The deployment of the enhanced video monitoring use case was also hindered bya long waiting time for internal approvals to deploy the cameras and capture video footage inside the IBMTechnology Campus.
Overall, 10 test cases were executed out of 11 test cases planned, over the three trials cycles of the project. Thisincludes 12 test campaign executions with each test case. A number of test cases were carried over multiplecycles, resulting in a slightly higher number of test campaigns. The 11 KPIs measured over the three cycles of theproject and reported in this deliverable, reflect the results obtained in the context of a private 5G node deployedto an enterprise environment. The scope of the tests executed remain small due to the limited size of the testbed(a single 5G node covering a small indoor area).
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4.3 UC3.5 (TNOR, YARA, NTNU)
4.3.1 Cycle 3 updated architecture and deployment
In May 2022, Telenor Norway launched a 5G Non-Standalone (NSA) Industrial Commercial network at HerøyaIndustrial Park. As a result, it was not possible to connect the 5G Standalone (SA) network of 5G-VINNI Norwayto the Radio Access Network (RAN) at the Yara site. Therefore, during the third cycle, the test for UC3.5 at theYara site was conducted using the NSA Commercial 5G network in combination with the 5G-Vinni SA at Fornebu.The test setup from Herøya is illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Test setup at Yara site in cycle 3.

At the end of the cycle 3, the redeployment of 5G VINNI Next generation platform (5G-VINNI-Next) was finalizedand the test-bed facility was providing a functioning 5G Standalone (SA) network at Fornebu, Telenor’sheadquarters. Initial testing was carried out, but the network proved to be unstable. This limited the numberand sophistication of the test cases that were conducted successfully. The test setup for this platform is shownin Figure 15. Some of the results from test cases based on the 5G-VINNI-Next platform is reported in RemotelyOperated Car results (5G SA).
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Figure 15: Test setup with 5G-VINNI next generation platform.
4.3.2 Trials description (test cases executed)
As detailed in D2.4B, Table 23 below outlines the test cases for UC 3.5. The asterisk preceding the scenario nameindicates that the test case has been identified as a priority for Cycle 3, as outlined in D2.4B. The green colourindicates that the test case has been successfully executed, while the grey column indicates that it has not. Adescription of each test case follows below. In the subsequent section, the results of these tests will be presentedand analysed.

Table 23: UC 3.5 Test Scenarios
SC ID Scenario Name

UC3.5-SC-01 * Coverage outdoor
UC3.5-SC-02 * Coverage indoor
UC3.5-SC-03 * Real-Time Capability/Usability
UC3.5-SC-04 * Data Transfer Rate
UC3.5-SC-05 Combinatory test indoors/outdoors
UC3.5-SC-06 Positioning
UC3.5-SC-07 * Moving target
UC3.5-SC-08 * High-speed connection (26.6 GHz)
UC3.5-SC-09 Cyber Security
UC3.5-SC-10 Uptime
UC3.5-SC-11 Data Quality
UC3.5-SC-12 Roaming 5G WiFi
UC3.5-SC-13 Log analysis
UC3.5-SC-14 Narrow band
UC3.5-SC-15 AR usability
UC3.5-SC-16 Remotely Operated Car
UC3.5-SC17 Sound testing

To make the actual testing easier, much work was put into automating the procedure and make it so thatdifferent KPIs could be measured during the same test. Many of the above Use Cases were therefore tested at
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the same time. The following Use Cases was tested together; Real-Time Capability/Usability, Data Transfer Rateand Data Quality.
During testing, the main testing tools utilized were Ookla’s Speedtest.net and the Hawkeye Network KPI test.Ookla’s Speedtest.net was used to measure downlink data rate, uplink data rate, and latency through testingagainst a Telenor Norway test server located approximately 112 km from the Yara site. The Hawkeye NetworkKPI test was utilized to generate and measure network traffic between two endpoints or probes situated at theYara site. It was used to gather data on various Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), including delay, jitter, loss,datagrams out of order, maximum delay variation, and Mean Opinion Score (MOS). These KPIs will be discussedin greater detail in subsequent chapters.

UC3.5-SC-01 Coverage outdoor
The objective of this test was to evaluate the practical outdoor coverage of a 5G system and to verify that thecoverage is adequate in the specified areas. YARA has a particular interest in outdoor industrial applications suchas autonomous straddle carriers and the transfer of big data to and from YARA Birkeland, a ship that is expectedto become autonomous in the near future. The test involved mapping the coverage of five outdoor antennas. Asa result, five distinct sectors were mapped during the outdoor coverage testing. Figure 16 illustrates the fiverelevant sectors that was mapped.

Figure 16: Illustration of the five different 5G sectors at Herøya and where the antennas are located; Blue, red, green,yellow and purple are the zone names used in this report.

The outdoor coverage testing was conducted using a Huawei CPE Pro 2 modem and a Huawei P40 Prosmartphone. Custom Python code was employed to gather data from the modem, and a self-made applicationwas utilized to collect data from the smartphone. The data collected included the SS-RSRP, SS-RSRQ, and SS-SINR
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values at specific latitudes and longitudes within the sectors being tested. This data was recorded in a PostgreSQLdatabase as the tester moved around the different sectors. The KPI VS was then used to plot this data on ageographical map of the area, creating a visual representation of the coverage. This allowed for the identificationof any weak or inconsistent signal areas and the identification of potential issues and areas for improvement inthe 5G system. The results can be found in Coverage outdoor results.

UC3.5-SC-02 Coverage indoor
The objective for this test was to investigate the practical indoor coverage of an outdoor 5G system and to verifythat the coverage is sufficient in the specified building. Indoor industrial applications may include real-time datacollection and analysis, remote monitoring and control of industrial equipment, and enhanced communicationbetween process operators. YARA chose to map the indoor coverage of a part of the calcium nitrate (CN) plantlocated at Herøya in the red sector. This part consists of six floors filled with different kinds of process equipment,and the building itself is made of reinforced concrete. This plant is quite similar to other plants at Herøya in termsof building mass and equipment, it will therefore provide a representative picture of the general 5G indoorcoverage. The 5G antenna, in the red sector in Figure 16, is placed less than 50 meters from the CN Plant.
The indoor tests were performed using two different smartphones (Huawei Mate 20 and Huawei P40 Pro),running “Speedtest by Ookla”, Hawkeye and self-written application collecting coverage metrics. The applicationwas made so that the tester could point on the specified test locations, instead of using the GPS since thereliability of the position data was very low inside of the CN plant. As the tester went around the plant andpointed on the specified testing locations, the network data was transmitted to a PostgreSQL database from theapplication. The data obtained could afterwards be gathered from the database and put into a self-writtenvisualization programwhich uses the different floor plans to plot the data. By using the floor plans of the building,the testers can create a visual representation of the coverage and identify any areas where the signal may beweak or inconsistent. This can help to identify potential issues by using an outdoor 5G system for indoor purposesand find areas for improvement. Results can be found in Coverage indoor results.

UC3.5-SC-03 Real-Time Capability/Usability
The objective of this test was to verify the ability of the 5G system to support real-time applications andautonomy by measuring latency in various sectors of the 5G network. The data was gathered from Speedtest byOokla and Hawkeye’s “Network KPI” test, by the same method as the outdoor and indoor testing. Thus, the testresults could also be visualized on a map. With Speedtest by Ookla, the endpoint measures the time it takes untilit gets a response from the server located in Oslo. With Hawkeyes “Network KPI”, the measured metric is calleddelay. The delay is the measured time in a single direction between the probes. In our case, both probes werelocated at the same location inside the Smart Port. Hawkeye Network KPI test also provides jitter measurements.The tests are running for 15 seconds, and the average value of these 15 seconds is reported. Results can be foundin Real time capability results.

UC3.5-SC-04 Data Transfer Rate
The purpose of this test was to investigate the practical 5G downlink and uplink data rates and determinewhether they are sufficient for the implementation of one or more 4K cameras on autonomous straddle carriersfor situational awareness and collision avoidance. To achieve this, the data transfer rate was measured in varioussectors of the 5G network using Ooklas Speedtest against Telenor Norway’s server. The results of these testswere plotted using the KPI VS and can be found in Data-rate outdoor results.
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UC3.5-SC-05 Combinatory test indoors/outdoors
The objective of this test is to evaluate the practical 5G latency, downlink, and uplink data rates and determinetheir suitability for use in real-time applications. The test was conducted using the same methods and tools as inthe indoor and outdoor coverage tests, including Ooklas Speedtest and Hawkeye. GPS positioning was utilizedfor outdoor testing, and a user-pointer solution was employed for indoor testing. The location data and testresults were recorded in a database in real-time and linked using precise timestamps. The collected data wasthen retrieved from the database and visualized using the KPI VS for outdoor performance and a customvisualization program for indoor performance.

UC3.5-SC-06 Positioning
The purpose of this test was to evaluate the accuracy of the positioning capabilities of a 5G system. The abilityto accurately determine position could potentially add value to the autonomous straddles use case, particularlyin situations where GPS accuracy is insufficient or where the 5G system’s positioning capabilities may be thepreferred solution. However, neither the commercial 5G network operated by Telenor Norway at the Yara sitenor the 5G VINNI Next at Fornebu currently have positioning capabilities. As a result, this test case was notconducted.

UC3.5-SC-07 Moving target
The objective of this test was to investigate the practical 5G latency, downlink, and uplink data rates anddetermine their suitability for use in real-time applications involving moving targets. To do this, the test wasconducted while driving a car and using an uptime monitor software described in more detail in UC3.5-SC-10.The necessary equipment included a 5Gmodem connected to a computer running the software and an endpointwith a static IP address that the uptime monitor could continuously ping. The test was performed while drivingthrough various sectors at the Herøya Industrial Park. In addition to this test, the Hawkeye Network KPI test wasconducted between two endpoints, with one endpoint at a fixed location and the other moving through thesectors. Network traffic was transmitted between the probes every 2 seconds, and the results were mapped tolocations using accurate timestamps. The results can be found in Mobility Interruption Time results and Mobilityresults.

UC3.5-SC-08 High-speed connection (26.6 GHz)
The purpose of this test is to investigate the potential speed of the 26.6 GHz system and evaluate its feasibilityfor uploading large quantities of data from the Birkeland vessel. The tests were conducted on a Pre-Commercial26.6 GHz 5G system with the assistance of Telenor Norway, using a Sony Xperia Pro smartphone and a ZTE 5GCPE. The CPE test was performed using a computer connected to the CPE by a cable, and the tests were runmanually using the Ookla speedtest.net app/website against Telenor Norway’s server. The test setup wasconducted at various distances from the antenna with different configurations. The results can be found High-speed data rate (26.6GHz).

UC3.5-SC-09 Cyber Security
The objective for this test is to investigate the cyber security capability of the 5G system. This test case has notbeen conducted due to the priorities in cycle 3 and difficulties to implement testing tools inside the commercialnetwork.
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UC3.5-SC-10 Reliability/Uptime
The objective of this test was to investigate the reliability of a 5G device and assess whether the network uptimeis sufficient for critical systems, such as autonomous straddle carriers and control and measurement systems, tooperate without experiencing significant downtime. To achieve this, a software uptime program was developedusing the pythonping library. The program continuously pinged a specified IP address and tracked the amountof time that the connection was up or down. A calculation of the uptime followed which was defined as thepercentage of total uptime divided by total test time. This provided a simple method for testing the availabilityof the network connection and tracking its uptime and downtime, which is a measure of reliability. The resultsof this test can be found in Reliability/Uptime results.

UC3.5-SC-11 Data Quality
The objective for this test is to verify the quality of the data transferred in the 5G system. Loss can be used toassess the quality of the data that is being transmitted over the network. Low loss may indicate that the data isbeing transmitted without many errors and with high quality, which is important for ensuring the high speedsand low latency. The Loss is measured using Hawkeye’s “Network KPI” test. The tests are running for 15 seconds,and the average value of these 15 seconds is reported. Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is another measurementvariable that is used for data quality testing. This measurement is a mean opinion score which represents theperformance of the system. This score is in the range of 1 to 5, where 5 is excellent, 4 is good, 3 is fair, 2 is poorand 1 is bad. Both data loss and MOS was measured using Hawkeye “Network KPI” with the same setup as theoutdoor and indoor testing. The results can be found in Data quality results.

UC3.5-SC-12 Roaming 5G WiFi
The objective for this test is to investigate the data quality during transfer from a 5G system to a Wi-Fi system.More specific, when moving from a 5G zone to a Wi-Fi zone. This test has not been prioritized in cycle 3.

UC3.5-SC-13 Log analysis
The objective for this test is to investigate the quality of the logs from a 5G system to assist the end user inproblem solving. This test has not been prioritized in cycle 3.

UC3.5-SC-14 Narrow band
The objective for this test is to investigate that the 5G narrow band is suitable for IIoT devices and gives possibilityof log battery life. It must be robust against disturbances. This test has not been prioritized in cycle 3.

UC3.5-SC-15 AR usability
The objective for this test is to investigate to see that the 5G system gives a good experience for using AR in themaintenance support. This test has not been prioritized in cycle 3.
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UC3.5-SC-16 Remotely Operated Car (ROC)
YARA is especially interested in having autonomous vehicles such as straddle carriers to do some of thetransportation of goods at site. A use case scenario was therefore created with the objective to investigate thepractical 5G latency, downlink and uplink data rates and verify that it is suitable to be used in real timeapplications such as autonomous vehicles. A student group working on their bachelor thesis at NTNU was taskedby YARA and Telenor to build a remotely operated car to be the basis for testing of real time applications testingwith the 5G-system. The ROC was later modified by YARA personnel. It is equipped with a 5G modem, a camera,several IR sensors for path following and an ultrasonic sensor for collision avoidance. The ROC can be controlledremotely using video feedback and a steering console. This would be transferable to if the autonomous straddlecarrier would need the be controlled from operators in a control room e.g., if the autonomy failed.
The car was originally going to be tested at Herøya on the SA network, but due to the issues and the deploymentof the commercial 5G network, testing had to be moved to Fornebu. The test-bed facility was providing afunctioning 5G Standalone (SA) network at Fornebu at the end of cycle 3. The initial test setup was performedusing “Hawkeye’s Network KPI” between the two modems of the Remotely Operated Car, more specifically themodem on the car and the modem on the operator side. The results can be found in Remotely Operated Carresults (5G SA)

Figure 17: The vehicle made by bachelor students at NTNU in front of Yara Birkeland at the Herøya port.

UC3.5-SC17 - Sound testing
The objective for this test is to investigate to see if it’s possible to connect a 5G device on site that can be usedas input to an analysis performed in a cloud computer (Nuro games) to search for abnormalities. See UC3.6.
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A Raspberry Pi equipped with a microphone was set to record audio from an industrial fan in the calcium nitrateplant at Herøya. A machine learning algorithm was trained on this data so that it can predict when the fan willmalfunction before it does. This will proactively address potential issues before they occur, rather than reactingto equipment failures after they have already happened. This can potentially increase efficiency, safety and costsavings. The machine learning algorithm is running locally at Nuro Games in Germany, the audio data shalltherefore be transmitted from the Raspberry Pi in the calcium nitrate plant at Herøya to Nuro Games. Thepurpose of this test was therefore to check if this type of industrial application was feasible to run on the 5G-network at Herøya.

4.3.3 Results and analysis (Cycle 3 KPIs vs reference KPIs)
Table 24: List of KPIs for UC3.5, target and measurements. shows the target KPIs as defined in the finalversion of D1.1B as well as the measured KPIs for Cycle 3.

Table 24: List of KPIs for UC3.5, target and measurements.

KPI Initial Target Justification Adjusted target KPI(Fully Passed, PartiallyPassed, Not passed)
Measured Cycle3

Data RateOutdoor
> DL: 100Mbps
> UL: 100Mbps
(per straddler)

To be able to usemultiple 4k cameras inautonomy (both endsand the sides of thestraddlers). One sharedantenna.

DL > 100 MbpsUL > 100 Mbps
DL (Mbps):Avg: 1012.8Min: 49Max: 1784Std: 409.7
UL (Mbps):Avg: 119.2Min: 0.86Max: 175.8Std: 40.5

75 <= DL <= 100 Mbps75 <= UL <= 100 Mbps
DL < 75 MbpsUL < 75 Mbps

Data rateindoor
> DL: 100Mbps
> UL: 100Mbps

Support for real-timedata collection andanalysis, remotemonitoring and control ofindustrial equipment, andenhancedcommunication betweenprocess operators. To beable to support the use oftablets inside thebuildings.

DL > 100 MbpsUL > 100 Mbps DL (Mbps):Avg: 564.6Min: 74.2Max: 1138Std: 215.2
UL (Mbps):Avg: 51.3Min: 12.36Max: 103.8Std: 29.2

75 <= DL <= 100 Mbps75 <= UL <= 100 Mbps

DL < 75 MbpsUL < 75 Mbps

High speeddata rate(26.6 GHz)

>DL: 1000Mbps
>UL: 500 Mbps
(per device)

To be able to uploaddiagnostics data anddownload updatesfrom/to Yara Birkelandwhile loading the vessel.

DL > 1000 MbpsUL > 500 Mbps
DL (Mbps):Avg: 1690.6Min: 456.9Max: 3899.3
UL (Mbps):Avg: 173.9

750 <= DL <= 1000 Mbps375 <= UL <= 500 Mbps
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DL < 750 MbpsUL < 375 Mbps
Min: 59.4Max: 381.7

OutdoorCoverage > 99.9%

To be able to supportautonomy. To be able toachieve sufficient uplinkand downlink data rates.The value of RSRPneeded determined fromwhere sufficient UL, DL.

Fully passed:
The values of RSRP,RSRQ SINR were passedon UL, DL

The defined areafor the smartport has >99.9%coverage. See
Figure 20: RSRPmeasuresvisualized withKPI VS..
RSRP (dBm):Avg: -66.8Min: -44Max: -101
RSRQ (dB):Avg: -8.96Max: -3Min: -15
SINR (dB):Avg: 15.1Max: 36Min: -3

Partially passed:
The values of RSRP,RSRQ SINR where partlypassed on UL, DL.

Not passed:
The values of RSRP,RSRQ SINR where notsufficient on DL and UL.

Indoorcoverage > 99.9%
To be able to support theuse of tablets inside thebuildings. To be able toachieve sufficientdownlink and uplink datarates.

Fully passed:
The values of RSRP,RSRQ, SINR were passedon UL, DL.

RSRP (dBm):Avg: -104.1Std: 7.35Min: -118Max: -78.7
RSRQ (dB):Avg: - 11.6Std: 1.3Min: - 18Max: -9.3
SINR (dB):Avg: 3.75Std: 3.54Min: - 6.0Max: 13.0

Partially passed:
The values of RSRP,RSRQ SINR where partlypassed on UL, DL.
Not passed:
The values of RSRP,RSRQ SINR where notsufficient on DL and UL.

Reliabilitybased onnetworkuptime
> 99.99% To be able to support realtime applications andautonomy. Not defined Avg: 99,93%Min: 98,83%Max: 100%
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Mobilityinterruptiontime <1 ms
To move from RANsystem to RAN systemwithout HALT inautonomy or loosingframes from cameras.

Not defined See 0.

PositioningAccuracy <0.5 m
To be able to become analternative forpositioning of straddlersin autonomousoperation.

<0.5m
NA0.5m<=x<=1.0m

> 1.0m

Mobility <30 (km/h) To be able to supportautonomy. Speed limit atsite is 30 km/h. Not defined See Mobilityresults

Latency < 10ms To be able to support realtime applications andautonomy.

< 10ms Avg: 13.8 msMax: 26 msMin: 8 msStd: 2.1 ms
10ms<=x<=20ms
> 20 ms

Data quality >99,99% To be able to support realtime applications, datainput and autonomy Not defined Avg: 99.95%Max: 100%Min: 98.72%
Log quality To reduce downtime dueto problem solving Not defined NA

Cybersecurity Proven secure/ not hackable
To not create a back doorinto the productionnetwork / to reducedowntime

Not defined NA

The 5G radio contexts for the measurements were as reported by the following two tables, respectively for theC-band (3.6 GHz) and for the mm wave spectrums
Table 25: 5G C-band RAN configuration parameters

Parameter Slice Radio Context
3GPP Release and Core Rel. 15/16, 4G core (EPC) à5G NSA
Freq. spectrum 3.6 GHz (n78)+1.8/2.1/2.6 GHz (b3/b1/b7)
Channel BW 100 MHz (n78) + 30/20/40 MHz (b3/b1/b7)
BS Antenna MIMO 64T64R + 4T4R + 4T4R + 4T4R
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UE Antenna MIMO UE dependent
DL / UL slot structure DDDSU (DL:UL ≈ 4:1)
Modulation Up to 256QAM

Table 26: 5G mmWave RAN configuration parameters
Parameter Slice Radio Context

3GPP Release and Core Rel. 15/16, 4G core (EPC) à 5G NSA
Freq. spectrum 26 GHz (n257)+1.8/2.1/2.6 GHz (b3/b1/b7)
Channel BW DL: 800 MHz (n257) + 30/20/40 MHz (b3/b1/b7)UL: 200 MHz (n257)
BS Antenna MIMO 384 TRX (antenna array) + 4T4R + 4T4R + 4T4R
UE Antenna MIMO UE dependent
DL / UL slot structure DDDSU (DL:UL ≈ 4:1)
Modulation Up to 256QAM

A more detailed presentation and analysis in the following.

Data-rate outdoor results
Figure 18 and Figure 19 present the results of the outdoor downlink and uplink data rates, respectively. Bothspeeds meet the KPI target of 100 Mbps in most areas. However, there are some challenges in certain locations,particularly for the uplink data rate, which are often in areas with tall concrete buildings between themeasurement point and the antennas. By comparing the figures for uplink and downlink data rates with thefigures for coverage measurements, a correlation can be observed. The areas with poor uplink data rates tendto coincide with those with poor RSRQ and SINR values.
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Figure 18: Downlink data rate (Mbps) visualized in KPI VS.

Figure 19: Uplink data rate (Mbps) visualized using KPI VS.

Coverage outdoor results
The result from the outdoor coverage testing is shown in Figure 20, Figure 21 and Figure 22. The figures indicatesthat the Smart Port area has sufficient coverage to be able to support autonomy and to be able to achievesufficient uplink and downlink data rates, in most places. However, the figures also reveal challenges with thenoise and interference, whichmay be caused by the tall concrete buildings located between the green and yellowsectors in Figure 16.
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Figure 20: RSRP measures visualized with KPI VS.

Figure 21: RSRQ measures visualized with KPI VS.

Figure 22: SINR measures visualized with KPI VS.
Figure 23 and Figure 24 below were generated by calculating the mean values of all instances of uplink anddownlink data rates at a particular location, respectively, and plotting these values against the mean signal
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strength within a 5-meter radius at the same location. It appears from Figure 18, which displays the outdoordownlink data rates, that signals weaker than -100 dBmmay still be sufficient to meet the KPI target of 100Mbpsdownlink data rate. However, we cannot confirm this conclusion with certainty; Figure 18 also reveals that thereare some locations on the site where the KPI target of 100 Mbps is not met. These challenges tend to occur inareas with low SINR values, indicating the presence of noise that can limit the downlink capability despite a highRSRP.
The results depicted in Figure 24 that a minimum RSRP of -90 dBm is required to meet the target KPI for uplinkdata rates. It appears that the uplink data rate measurements are capped at approximately 170 Mbps. Thefigure indicates that when the RSRP falls within the range of -70 dBm to -50 dBm, it is highly likely that the 170Mbps limit will be reached. This appears to be the upper limit for the 5G system and increasing the referencesignal power beyond -70 dBm does not result in a corresponding increase in uplink data rate. This suggests thatthe slope of the trendline for the data may change if the capped values are taken into account. The uplink datarates are also likely to be strongly influenced by the SINR, as demonstrated by the comparison between Figure22 and Figure 19.

Figure 23: Downlink data rate vs RSRP outdoor.

Figure 24: Uplink data rate vs RSRP outdoor.
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Data rate indoor results
The results of the indoor data rate testing, presented in Table 27 and depicted Figure 25 and Figure 26, revealthat the downlink data rate meets the target KPI of 100 Mbps. However, the uplink data rate falls short of theKPI target, with an average value of 51.3 Mbps, which is about half of the KPI target. It is also noteworthy thatthe rate decrease as one moves further inside the building. Specifically, the uplink data rate is close to 100 Mbpsat the side of the buildingmost exposed to the antenna but falls to around 20Mbps at the opposite end. A similartrend is observed for the downlink data rates.

Table 27: Data rates and latency indoor
Technical KPIs from Speedtest by Ookla inside of CN plant given as averages

Building Floor downlink data rate (Mbps) Uplink data rate (Mbps) Latency (ms)
CN 1 708.6 49.4 14.73
CN 2 649.5 59.9 15.39
CN 3 449.2 43.5 15.56
CN 4 549.4 48.3 14.35
CN 5 522.1 58.2 13.86
CN 6 415.4 38.8 13.13
CN All 564.6 51.3 14.48

Figure 25: Downlink data rates from the fourth floor of the CN plant.
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Figure 26:Uplink data rates from the fourth floor of the CN plant.

Coverage indoor results
The results of the indoor coverage testing conducted in the CN building have been analyzed in detail and arepresented in Table 28. The table includes the average values of signal strength (RSRP), the signal quality (RSRQ),the signal to noise ratio (SINR), as well as the average for the entire building. In addition, Figure 27, Figure 28,and Figure 29 provide amore detailed depiction of the signals at specific locations on the 4th floor of the building.Upon review of the data, it appears that there is a correlation between signal strength and data rate. The signalstrength decreases the further inside the building, as with the data rates. By comparing these figures with thedata rate figures above, it seems that a signal strength of -90 dBm or greater and a SINR of more than 5 dB arerequired to meet the target KPI of 100 Mbps for the uplink data rate.

Table 28: Technical KPIs from coverage measurements inside of CN plant as averages.
Building Floor SINR (dB) RSRQ (dB) RSRP (dBm)

CN 1 6.77 -10.72 -102.36
CN 2 5.11 -11.03 -103.5
CN 3 4.22 -11.4 -106.35
CN 4 0.34 -12.85 -105.85
CN 5 1.65 -12.37 -102.99
CN 6 0.2 -12.93 -105.79
CN All 3.75 -11.65 -104.1
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Figure 27: RSRP at 4th floor inside CN plant.

Figure 28: RSRQ at 4th floor inside of CN plant.
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Figure 29: SINR at 4th floor inside CN plant.

High-speed data rate (26.6GHz) results
The results of the mmWave tests provide some insight into the potential performance of a 5G system utilizingmmWave technology. While the sample size is limited, the results suggest that the KPI target for downlink datarates of 1000 Mbps may be achievable under certain conditions. Specifically, if the distance between the userequipment (UE) and the antenna is less than 500 meters and there is a clear line of sight and favorable weatherconditions, the KPI may be achievable. The Birkeland dock is in reach of 100 meters from the antenna with lineof site. This means that the 5G system can be used by the Birkeland ship for the down-link demands.
However, the performance of the system in terms of uplink data rates falls short of the KPI target of 500 Mbps.At 80 meters with a clear line of sight and favorable weather conditions, the maximum uplink data rate achievedwas 380 Mbps. While this represents an improvement over the 250 Mbps achieved in cycle 2, it is not sufficientto reach the KPI target. It may be necessary to utilize a four-component carrier (4CC) up-link carrier aggregationinstead of the current 2CC aggregation to improve performance.
The average latency for the 26.6 GHz system was 10.7 milliseconds, which is approximately 3 milliseconds fasterthan the 3.6 Hz. The minimum latency was 6 milliseconds. These results suggest that the KPI target of latencyless than 10 milliseconds may be attainable, but further testing in a variety of contexts is necessary to confirmthis. Figure 30 and Figure 31 show the results of the mmWave tests and demonstrate that, as expected,performance improves as the distance to the antenna decreases.
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Figure 30: KPI VS showing downlink data rates achieved in different sectors using mmWave.

Figure 31: KPI VS showing uplink data rates achieved in different sectors using mmWave.

Reliability/Uptime results
The reliability KPI of the 5G system is defined as passed if greater than 99.99%. Table 29 below shows that theKPI target is not passed. The table is a summary of all tests executed. During the test execution, some results hadan uptime greater that 99.99%, so it could be stated as partially passed. Most test were however below thetarget. Uptime were tested in two different scenarios many times for repeatability. In one scenario the twodevices were in the same sector, and in the other they were placed in two different ones. The 5G device runningthe uptime monitor was always located in the same sector, however the 5G device that was continuously pingedchanged location based on the two test scenarios.
In the first location, the test device was not reachable for 3 minutes and 27 seconds, out of the total 64 hoursand 30 minutes.
In the second location, the test device was not reachable for 3 minutes and 19 seconds, out of the total 95 hoursand 7 minutes and 22 seconds.
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Table 29: Reliability measurements at Yara site
Location Measurements
Both devices within the blue 5G sector, mediumsignal strength. Total test time = 232 442,15 seconds

Total uptime = 232 234.87 seconds
Total down time = 207.28 seconds
Uptime [%] = 99.91%

Devices in different sectors (blue and green) mediumsignal strength. Total test time = 342 641.85 seconds
Total uptime = 342 443 seconds
Total down time = 198.85 seconds
Uptime [%] = 99.94%

Real time capability results
The real time capability KPI is defined as passed if the latency is less than 10milliseconds. The real time capabilityKPI can be stated as partially passed with an average value of 13.8 milliseconds. To get more information aboutthe real time capabilities of the 5G system, other metrics has been measured as well, such as delay and jitter.They results are presented in the Table 30, and explained in the following.

Table 30: Real time capability measures.
Real time measurements using Speedtest by Ookla and Hawkeye outdoor
Latency (ms) (“Ookla” -round trip time) Delay (ms) (“Hawkeye”one-way delay) Jitter (ms) (“Hawkeye”)

Avg 13.8 18.2 1.26
Min 8 2.86 0.14
Max 26 47.3 4.14

The latency metric is measured using “Speedtest by Ookla” and is the time it takes until the test device gets aresponse from the server (Telenor Norway) located in Oslo, the round trip time. The delay is the time from whena packet is sent from an endpoint to when it is received from another, end to end. Both endpoints are located atYara’s site. Jitter is the delay variation. Figure 32, Figure 33, and Figure 34 show the real time measurements atdifferent locations at Yara’s site.
From Table 30 we see that the end-to-end delay measures by Hawkeye is a little larger than the latencymeasuresof Ookla Speedtest. However, it still falls in the range of partially passed. At a later stage of cycle 3, the mobilitytests were performed using the same Hawkeye Network KPI test. The results are presented in Figure 32. Thisfigure reveals that the end-to-end latency while moving, is in most places between 10-15 milliseconds. This canindicate that the end-to-end delay has improved during cycle 3, probably due to unknown configurations andoptimization by Telenor Norway (commercial operator).
While there is no specific KPI target for jitter measures in the 5G system, the jitter values may still be relevantfor certain real-time applications. It is generally desirable for latency to be stable over time in order to providea more reliable connection. The jitter values for the 5G system have an average of 1.26 milliseconds, with aminimum value of 0.14 milliseconds and a maximum value of 4.14 milliseconds. Overall, these values arerelatively low compared to the delay measures, which suggests that the 5G system has a stable connection withminimal variations in delay. This stability in connection could potentially improve the user experience for real-time applications, such as the remote steering vehicle, where an inconsistent delay could impact the userexperience.
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Figure 32: Latency results at Yara site.

Figure 33: Delay measurements at Yara site.

Figure 34: Jitter measurements at Yara site.
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Mobility Interruption Time results

Figure 35: Mobility interruption around the Yara site.
The map in Figure 35 displays the results of the mobility interruption time test conducted around the smart portat Herøya while driving a vehicle at approximately 30 km/h. Since no suitable testing tools were available tomeasure the interruption time, a script was developed to provide an indication of this metric. The interruptiontime was measured using the same setup as the "uptime" use case. While driving, a ping request was sent toanother stationary endpoint. When the ping response was successful, another ping was initiated immediately.The average response time for successful pings was approximately 50 milliseconds. If the ping request failed,indicating an interruption in the 5G connection, a timeout of 100 milliseconds was performed before a retry wasattempted. It is worth noting that there is a potential source of error in this test. The timeout for the ping functioncould not be set lower than 100 milliseconds, resulting in a resolution that may be too high. However, in somecases during the testing, the ping failed twice in a row, indicating that the interruption time was at least 100ms.

The green dots are showing points where the pinging succeeded and the red shows where it has failed. The mapshows that there are at least five zones where the interruption time became too high compared to the KPI andrequirement set for enabling autonomy. An interesting observation is that the two zones which are highlightedon the map are reliant on the direction of the moving vehicle.
It is noteworthy that the two highlighted zones on themap are dependent on the direction of themoving vehicle.The upper zone appears when one arrives from the bottom, and the lower zone appears when arriving from thetop. The reason for this is that a handover is performed in this area, and the position where the handover takesplace depend on the direction the vehicle is moving. The handover occurs when the signal strength in the servingcell gets a configured number of dBs lower than in the neighbor cell (a hysteresis is necessary to avoid handoverping-pong), and the location therefore depends on which cell is the serving cell. From the perspective of thestraddle carrier, an interruption time of 120 milliseconds while driving at 30 km/h (8.3 m/s) would translate toa distance of approximately 1 meter traveled without a connection. This emphasizes the need to minimizeinterruption times in order to ensure reliable communication for autonomous systems.

Mobility results
The moving target scenario was also tested using Hawkeye’s "Network KPI" while driving. The setup includedone endpoint installed on the moving vehicle and another stationary endpoint. The measurements are taken
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every two seconds and based on accurate timestamps and GPS they are presented as in the figures below (Figure36, Figure 37, Figure 38, and Figure 39).
The results indicate that the narrow area between the two concrete buildings that seems to have trouble withinterruption time, also exhibits higher values for delay, jitter, loss, and maximum delay variation. The figures alsoreveal challenges in the yellow and purple sectors of Figure 16, where the sectors intersect. This suggests thatthe 5G system has some difficulties transitioning between sectors while moving at speeds between 20 to 30km/h, due to the interference from neighboring cells. These challenges may impact the performance of real-time applications in these areas.

Figure 36: Delay in milliseconds between 2 Hawkeye probes while moving.

Figure 37: Jitter in milliseconds between 2 Hawkeye probes while moving.
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Figure 38: Max Delay Variation in milliseconds between 2 Hawkeye probes while moving.

Figure 39: Loss between 2 Hawkeye probes while moving. Zero loss is not shown.
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Data quality results
The target KPI for data quality is defined as 99.99%. In order to evaluate the data quality of the 5G system, thepacket loss was measured using Hawkeye’s "Network KPI" tool. Packet loss is the percentage of packets that arelost out of all packets transmitted, and data quality can be calculated by subtracting the packet loss from 100%.The average data quality in this case was 99.95%, which did not meet the KPI target. However, as depicted inFigure 40, in most locations, the packet loss was 0 and the data quality was 100%, with the exception of areaslocated behind and between certain large concrete buildings.
In addition to packet loss, the mean opinion score (MOS) can also provide an indication of data quality. MOS isa measure of the capacity of a link to transport voice with good quality, as described by Keysight. TheMOS scoresat the Yara site, as shown in Figure 41, suggest that the link quality is generally good.

Figure 40: KPI VS showing loss in percentage at Yara site.

Figure 41: KPI VS showing the MOS at Yara site.
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Remotely Operated Car results (5G SA)
The results from the initial testing on the 5G VINNI Next SA Core network test-bed facility at Fornebu can befound in the below. The test used is “HawkeyeNetwork KPI” between the twomodems of the Remotely OperatedCar (more specifically the modem on the car and the modem on the operator side). The first round of tests isconducted in intervals of 15 seconds, and the average over this time is reported as one test. The total numberof tests executed is 26, and are summarized in Table 31: 5G VINNI Next initial test results. A more detailed plotof the one-way delay and the jitter can be found in Figure 42 and Figure 43.
From the Hawkeye documentation, the delay is the time from one packet is sent from a probe to when it’sreceived by the other probe. Jitter is the delay variation. The max delay variation is the difference between theshortest time and the longest time for the end-to-end delay. Max jitter is the measure of the variance in spacingbetween packets sent end to end. Packet loss is the percentage of packets that are lost out of all packetstransmitted. Packet loss burst is a count of the largest number of consecutive packets lost. VoiceMOS score givesan indication of the quality of transport network for voice G711 application [10].
From the result, we can see that there are some issues with the SA core based network performance that needto be resolved. (Solving these issues is still work in progress at the time of concluding this report. The issue isrelated to the interworking between the gNB and the SA Core, which makes the problems difficult to resolve.)The network provided some sequences during testing with an end-to-end delay around 10 milliseconds, whichis sufficient for remote operation of the vehicle. However, this delay was not reliable. With the huge delay spikesas seen in the figures, the remote car was not drivable.

Table 31: 5G VINNI Next initial test results.
DatagramsOut of Order Delay(ms) Jitter(ms) Jitter Max(ms) Loss Max DelayVariation (ms) Max lossburst MOS

Avg 0 30.85 1.41 3.88 3.62 49.69 23.38 4.21
Min 0 8.57 0.29 1 0 10 0 3
Max 0 333.29 7.57 21 25.43 363 152 4.37
Std 0 65.11 1.51 5.09 8.66 96.45 55.93 0.35

Figure 42: 5G VINNI Next one way delay (ms)
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Figure 43: 5G VINNI Next one way jitter(ms)

4.3.4 Lessons learned and final recommendations
The different use cases that are executed at Herøya had the intention to investigate if 5G is capable to supportindustrial applications. Those applications are the use of autonomous assets, applications that need high uplinkdata rate and the Digital Lean Container application. The lessons learned from a business perspective is asfollows.
To support autonomy with a centralized control system, the communication needs to be done in real time. Thismeans that a very low latency is a requirement. If the communication is not real time, the autonomous assetswill be slowed down. In our tests utilizing the commercial 5G network, the latency is a bit higher than requested.This means that the autonomous operation would be a bit slower than it potentially could be. Since thecommercial network is not a standalone network, the full potential of local breakout could not be tested. If localbreakout had been implemented, it is expected that the latency would be better than requested in the KPI andgive a good support for autonomy.
The next important item for uninterrupted autonomous operation is 5G coverage in all areas for the autonomousoperation. In an early phase of the project, Telenor Norway, had radio planners at site to establish 5G in therelevant area. The RANs were installed as planned from this session. The successful coverage in the area showsthat it is possible to plan and implement 5G as requested to support autonomous operation.
With coverage implemented in the area there is still a few elements that can reduce the efficiency of autonomousoperation. The first of them is availability of communication. This means that all information and every commandis received as expected. Each time a command is interrupted or dropped; the autonomous asset will slow down.The higher the availability is, the better the efficiency will be. The test cases shows that a 5G network gives almostthe availability as requested, but there is still a small possibility to improve further.
The other item is lost communication when moving from one sector to another. If the communication drops, theefficiency is reduced. The test cases shows that this loss of communication is found in the transfer from onesector to the other. Thismeans that it is a potential to investigate how such a handover is done in the 5G network.
Our use case did investigate the use of unmanned autonomous assets in a mixed traffic environment. If thisautonomous asset is blocked, it will stop and must manually be moved by an operator that is called out to theautonomous asset. This takes time. The alternative solution to this is if the autonomous asset could be remotely
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controlled with driver feedback trough a camera. Such a solution will cause less interruption in the operation.The Remotely Operated Car developed and tested in the project shows that this is a possible strategy.
To reduce the infrastructure needed in control and operation of autonomous assets a position system is needed.5G have promised higher and more reliable positioning. So far, this have been postponed to future releases ofthe technology. This potential has to be utilized in future use cases.
The next business case is about high uplink data rate. This high uplink data rate is required in at least the trainingperiod that shall enable the unmanned fully autonomous operation of the Yara Birkeland Vessel. The amount ofdiagnostic data is huge. The time available for upload of this data is quite short. Even the 26GHz pre-commercialRANs in combination with the commercial 5G system could not meet the KPI target of 500Mbps. The uplink datarate was still very high. The report given to us is that 5G have a potential to achieve even higher uplink data ratethan found in our Use Cases by optimizing the use of the RAN’s.
The uplink data rate found in the use case test will still support most industrial applications. Most of theapplications like transfer of video will need less than 30 Mbps to fully support operation.
The last business case is the Digital Lean Container project. In this use case a central database is updated fromtablets in the field. For the operators, instant feedback of successfully updated data and quick upload of picturesis the success factor for the 5G part of this application. The area of coverage with this application is stretchedoutside the area planned for autonomous operation, and even indoor coverage is required. The results of thetest cases show that steel reinforced concrete buildings and narrow passages is a challenge of the 5G coverage.Many areas of the DLC operation have low coverage and too slow uplink capacity to fully support the Digital LeanContainer applications. These limitations reduce the user experience and introduces some frustration of theoperators.
Overall, the test cases shows that there is a potential for the 5G network to be an enabler for the industrialapplications tested in UC3.5. With future (planned) improvements, 5G will be even better suited for industrialapplications.
Yara’s participation in the 5G-solutions project has allowed us to gain valuable knowledge and experience in thetelecommunications field. As none of the participants had previous background in this area, the projectpresented an opportunity for significant learning and understanding. To adequately cover the range of test casesidentified, it was necessary to develop or modify certain testing tools. This process provided practicalprogramming experience that may be applied in future projects. Among the testing tools utilized, OoklaSpeedtest and Hawkeye were found to be effective, though both have room for improvement. Ookla Speedtest,for example, only provides timestamp accuracy at the minute level, making it more challenging to comparedifferent measurements taken at the same time. In addition, some metrics available in the app’s GUI, such asloss, are not included in the excel results. Hawkeye automatically pushes results to a Postgres database but doesnot include GPS information. Thismeans that it had to be uploaded in the aftermath andmatched on timestamps.Taking these considerations into account could be beneficial in future projects.
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4.4 UC3.6
4.4.1 Cycle 3 updated architecture and deployment
For Cycle 3, the use case used the architecture described during the Cycle 2 setup and testing. The architectureis shown in Figure 44 below

Figure 44: Cycle 3 use case architecture
4.4.2 Trials description (testcases executed)
The major tests executed during this cycle included the testing of the connections of the entire infrastructureand the end-to-end latency to detect the sound anomaly. Out of the 8 planned tests, 6 were completedsuccessfully.
4.4.3 Results and analysis (Cycle 3 KPIs vs reference KPIs)
The reference KPIs are in Table 32 below:

Table 32: Cycle 3 KPIs results in UC3.6
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The Actual KPIs:
1. Reliability: the system is 100% reliable with no loss of data2. Latency: We did not acheive the latency requirements in end-to-end testing:

4. Time to predict the failure: Themachine learning system can predict the failure in less than 4 seconds.
5. Density/Coverage/Positional accuracy: The following KPIs could not be tested throughly as the systemdid not provide enough information to calculate the exact KPIs.

Anomaly testing: The following graph shows how the anomaly testing algorithm shows teh range of irregularityfound in the sound and then detects themagnitude of the anomaly. The following graph shows themagnitudes:

The magnitude of the anomaly is used to detect the probably of a an irregularity of the machine, this score isused to detect if a machine is functioning properly or maintenance is needed. The score is calculated has a
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baseline of 15, below which the machine is in acceptable range of operations. The graph below shows the scoreduring a test:

The score calculated is improved overtime as more data is gathered and analyzed by the system.
4.4.4 Lessons learned and final recommendations
The main lessons learned from this use case to become more commercially viable and usable with resultssignificant enough includes firstly, the quality of the data has to be improved significantly that can help themachine learning algorithm in detecting much better results. Other factors that were not considered in the startof the project included the type of machinery and how those machinery work are also specific concerns that oneneeds to keep in mind while building the use case eaach machinery operates and sounds distinctive in differentoperational capability and environments.
Further recommendation for this use case will be to work on developing a more robust algorithm and giving htecontrol of the parameters of the algorithm to the engineers/mechanics working with the machines. Therecommendation will also include to use the sounds devices in specific environments and not in an environmentwith alot of people as that causes distractions for the algorithm. As the world move more towards automationthe results of this use case will be become more useful and the algorithm will provide much better results.
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5 Consolidated feedbacks from Cycle 3 deployment, lessons learned andfinal recommendations
For each test case execution, the results and the lessons learned have been reported in Section 3 and 4 for LL2and LL3, respectively. To summarize, after the analysis of results being collected so far, we report here thefollowing recommendations.
From LL2, the consolidated feedback can be summarized by the following points:

1. 5G communication aspects related to the physical infrastructure (and related coverage) and the 5G EVEexperimental platform made available by the ICT17 5G EVE project.a. 5G coverage both indoor and outdoor can vary greatly depending on the signal strength. Cycle3 trial activities confirmed that a good 5G radio coverage is mandatory to attain the target KPIsfor all Use Cases. It is important to remark how although a previous 5G coverage test wasperformed in Cycle 2 (during the installation works for the energy equipment, e.g., EV chargers),this test could not be considered reliable as the weakness of the 5G signal, very weak, has beenfurther affected by the peculiar location of the energy equipment on the test field (e.g., threecharging stations close to a wall and behind an iron curtain required to close the private parkingspace), even embedded with an ad-hoc 5G antenna. As the installation of the energy equipmenthas been performed according to thee best practices in all UCs, this outcome leads to thinkthoroughly about how in the future already existing energy equipment (e.g., RemoteMonitoringand Control Unit in UC2.1, as well as the EV charging stations in UC2.2 and 2.3) could eventuallybe involved in services where 5G connectivity is required for services like frequency regulationwhere latency is of utmost importance, but also a relevant number of charging stations shouldbe involved in order to influence parameters like the network system frequency. The onlypossible solution is a more pervasive diffusion of strong 5G coverage that could not be affectedby the topological setting of the facility to connect. Basically, 5G coverage was really poor bothindoor and outdoor as experienced with trials for UC2.1, or completely absent as experiencedwith trials for UC2.2. During trials in Cycle 2 we discovered that during Cycle 1 we obtained poorperformance (close to a good 4G connection) due to the position of 5G equipment and movedsome test cases in UC2.1 and UC2.2 to another site with adequate 5G coverage. Therecommendation here is to place the 5G equipment verifying to have a very good signal strengthin the pretrial phase. Though this aspect impacts all the test cases, the recommendation is forthe ones that can be moved in another location (keeping the same site, as done in Cycle forTC2.1.3 in Cycle 2) ormoved in another site (as proposed for TC2.2.4 and TC2.2.6 for Cycle 2) or,alternatively,moved partially, i.e. by different deployment of one component. .b. 5G EVE platform is not fully operative since February 2022. As explained in D5.3B and D2.1 theimpact on all test case executions in UC2.1, UC2.2 and UC2.3, was the impossibilityi. to dynamically deploy any VNF chain;ii. to schedule any test case execution;iii. to get any information from the Interworking Framework about the experiment status;iv. to integrate the 5G-Solutions CDSO via 5G EVE north-bound APIs;v. to communicate Network KPIs to the KPI Visualization System
The implemented options in Smart Energy Living Lab (LL2) to reduce the dependency on the 5GEVE experimental platform in Cycle 3 were:

 manually operated experiment onboarding and static VNF configuration to avoidinteraction with the 5G EVE network service orchestrator via North-Bound APIs by the5G EVE platform but not available since January 2022
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 Vertical Service KPIs and suitable network KPIs collected by the Vertical Service and sentto the 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System to avoid interaction with the 5G EVE KPIcollection system via North-Bound APIs by the 5G EVE platform but not available sinceJanuary 2022.2. Vertical Service aspects: beside the 5G communication related aspects, in LL2 the response time of thedeveloped Vertical Services strongly depends on the sensor and actuation technologies which eachVertical Service relies on. Local wireless communication among sensors or different technology basedenergy equipment play a fundamental role in remote control enabled by 5G technologies. In UC2.1 andUC2.2 tailor prototype solutions were needed and adopted. From now on, specific hardware is neededto be tested and standardized by the Transmission System Operator (TSO). In UC2.3 the integration oftraditional, legacy back-end systems required ad hoc VPN setup for the complete integration in the 5Ginfrastructure. These integration activities revealed how the cyber security requirements within eachpartner might be not compatible with internal policie. .

From the LL3 perspective, the consolidated feedback can be summarised in the following:
1. 5G eMBB performancea. There is a wide gap in the performance of the data rate and latency between mmWave and C-Band deployments. This is reflected in the results reported in this deliverable by comparing thenetwork performance betweenUC3.3/UC3.5 (use of precommercial or commercial 5G networks)and UC3.4 (use of experimental 5G node).2. Hardware limitationsa. Most of the UEs available on the market have limited support for the advanced 5G capabilitiesneeded to achieve some KPIs targets. Examples of the limited capabilities encountered is thelack of support for Stand Alone (SA) mode, higher bandwidths, and mmWave. This limits theextent of the testing and negatively impact the KPIs results.b. Support for VNF orchestration is essential to leverage the full power of 5G and enable trulycustomisable and optimised 5G deployments that are specifically tailored for some industryverticals or applications. VNF orchestration supported so far in UC3.4 only allows applicationorchestration as the AmariSoft 5G node is a black box that cannot be broken apart. Alternativessuch as open source 5G core appliances that support VNF orchestration need to be explored.3. Private 5G network deployment in an enterprise environmenta. Internal security rules and policies can be very strict especially in multinational corporations, asit was the case for UC3.4, where we needed prior approvals to deploy 4K cameras in the campus,and to record and store the video footage. Compliance to such rules can prove to be a verylengthy process. Such issues need to be anticipated well in advance to avoid long waiting times.b. Deploying a fully functioning 5G network in an enterprise environment could prove to be verychallenging from an internal security policy perspective. As it was reported in this deliverable,deploying a 5G node in an enterprise network often requires assistance and access to sensitive,usually firewalled areas within the network from third parties. This poses an issue as suchaccesses may be prohibited.4. Vertical applicationa. In UC3.4, Machine Learning models have been developed, deployed as a VNF, and trained toestimate the Remaining Useful Lifetime of IoT devices’ batteries. The results obtained are verypromising and further research needs to be performed to determine how the RUL can improvethe maintenance operations of a smart buildingb. In UC3.4, high resolution and high frame rate is essential for an accurate object and anomalydetection, and a 4K video stream with a frame rate of 25 fps yields considerable improvementcompared to a lower resolution and frame rates, as it was expected. However, other parameters
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such as lighting conditions, the distance from the object, as well as the angle at which the objectis captured also influence the accuracy of the object video detection greatly.
Overall, the tests performed in LL3 provide a good overview of the performance of 5G in different environments(indoor and outdoor) in the context of smart cities and smart ports. Future research should focus on the impactof the 5G technical improvements has on different business areas in the smart energy, smart cities and smartports industry verticals.
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6 Conclusions and next actions
In line with technical activities concerning the implementation and deployment reported in Deliverable 5.2C,this Deliverable presents the main results and evidence observed in executing the Test Cases completelyintegrated and deployed in Cycle 3 by the Use Cases defined in LL2 and LL3.
The testbed hosting the test case executions in Cycle 3 played a relevant role along with the maturity of theintegration status with respect to the main technological components in 5G-Solutions: the Cross-Service DomainOrchestrator (CSDO) and the KPI Visualization System (KPI VS). From LL2, all test cases for each Use Case (2.1,2.2 and 2.3) have been completely integrated and trialled at the end of Cycle 3. The status of each use case andrelated test case executions in LL2 at the end of Cycle 3 is reported in Section 3.
For LL3, test cases were executed from Use Cases 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. The status of each use case and relatedtest case executions in LL3 at the end of Cycle 3 is reported in Section 4. The test cases selected and realized inCycle 3 are the following

1. Test case “Live networkedmusic co-creation” inUse Case 3.3 – Testing of testcase live networkedmusicco-creation where musicians playing in a fully synchronized manner while geographically distributed.Trials described in Deliverable 2.4B and results documented in Section 4.1.3.2. Test case “Integration of the testbed with the CDSO” in Use Case 3.4 – The integration of the IBMtestbed and more specifically the 5G node with the CDSO was successfully executed in Cycle 3. Trialsdetails have been documented in Section 4.2.3.
3. Test cases “Predictive Maintenance for Smart Industrial IoT Systems” and “Enhanced videoanalytics and anomaly detection” inUse Case 3.4 – The deployment of a sample predictive maintenanceapplication has been successfully executed in Cycle 3, where a Machine Learning model has beendeployed and trained to estimate the Remaining Useful Lifetime (RUL) in order to allow a better planningof the maintenance rounds. The deployment of a sample enhanced video analytics application has alsobeen successfully executed where a combination of object detection and QR code reader for objectidentification has been tested. Trials details have been documented in Section 4.2.3.4. Test cases "Coverage outdoor & indoor”, "Real-time capability/usability”, "Data transfer rate”,"Moving target”, and “High speed connection” in Use Case 3.5 –Trials details have been documented inSection 4.3.3.5. Test case “sound detection of anomalies” is Use Case 3.6 – Trials details have been documented inSection 4.4.3.

Partners across LL2 and LL3 have plans to carry on the work performed and build on the achievements of 5G-SOLUTIONS. The outputs of this project will serve to develop new product offerings, bring product enhancementsto existing products, or continue the research and innovation activities in future Horizon Europe projects.
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